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WEATHER FORECAST

WE GET THE 'NEWS FIRST"
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO.
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KILLED

YESTERDAY

Lengthy Statement of Investigation Into Causes of Shortage-Sa- ys
Council
Should Arrange for Municipal Plant.
Aldermen Instruct City Attorney to
Proceed Against Use of Water From

Celebration of Independence
Day Not as Fatal as In

Preceding
Years.
HAND

to be Named by
Mayor to Employ More Experts to
Make Further Researches-Emplo- ye
Says No Acequia Water Is Being
Used Now and High Pressure Is

BLOWN

Ditch-Commi- ttee

BY CANNON CRACKER

Prominent Kentucky Man PlckectX
up BomD marfillcd to Ex
plode Chlcap9 Had
Seine CeJfijara-tlon.

Maintained From Company
Buggy Also in Hard Shape and
Police Committee Instructed to Investigate It too.
Wells-Ci-

The Water committee of t'a city
council which lust week was Instructed to report on the shortage in the
water supply. 'made the report this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at a special
meeting of the council. The report
was very lengthy anil after saying
thinss about the water company anil
making various deductions, abstractions and additions concluded by declaring that no shortage existed, but
that the water company plant was
not adequate to supply the city with
water.
It recommended in substance that
the company be forced to IS ye up to its
franchise with the city, which it as
serts the company has Violated and
that the council take steps toAn
wards securing a municipal water
plant of its own.
The report In full covered about
nine pages of closely typewritten matter and went Into details concerning
the .water supply and otherwise.
Charles S. Conroy,' chairman of the
Water committee, made the report
and it was read in full by Thomas
McMillln, who acted as clerk In the
absence of John McManus who was
celebrating the Fourth of July.
Following tlit; reading Alderman
Wroth asked that the report of the
Board of Health be also read, but
owing to the absence of the clerk, it
was not available. Alderman Beaven
moved the adoption of the Water
committee report. The vote was as
follows:
Ayes Auge. Conroy, Coen, Neustad.
Heaven and Wroth. Nays, Hanley; ab-eLearnard.
by
Dr. Wroth qualified his vote
stating that he was agreed to the report with the exception that he
would oppose at all times, a city of
this size, owning Its own water
works." He declared he wanted that
Alderman Hanley etat ?d
understood.
that he endorsed the report, but voted
against It on one objection. He said
it was against the dignity of the
council for the water committee to
Insert in its report, anything concerning t.ie Morning Journal and in outlining what the policy of the council
would be on the water supply question. He declared that the council
did not need defense at the hands of
its committee and he stated that upon those grounds he voted "no."
Mayor tester asked Alderman Hanley, if lie had an objection to a defense of the council by the committee.
Mr. Hanley replied that he had not,
but that he did not believe the council needed it and did not see what it
of
had to do with an investigation
he would
the water supply. He said part
were
vote for the report If that
eliminated. The report however, was
adopted without a change.
Following the adoption ' the report. Alderman Heaven moved that
instructed to
the cltv attorney bemight
be necestake whatever steps
sary to prevent acequia water from
being turned into the mains for the
use of the city. This motion was A-in
Ine with on0 previously made bywithlderman Wroth, but Dr. Wroth
the adoption
drew his motion pendingunderstanding
of the rtport. with the
that sue ti a motion would later be put
before tlie council.
Upon motion of AliVrman Neustad.a
select
the mavor was Instructed to aldermen
three
of
committee
to name two or more experts to cm-du-o!
an investigation of the plant
supthe water company, the water
ply, etc. and report to the council.
Tlie committee was authorized to ln-any expense it deemed advisable
The experts are to be int i this end. report
to the council as to
structed to
ho long it will take to relieve the
situation.
On motion of Alderman Neustad. a
Vote of thanks was tendered W. P.
Johnson, president, and the American
Lumber company for their offer of
additional water for fire protection.
just as the session was about to
adjourn. J. J. Ryan, who drives a
dray, arose and Informed the council
that there would be a meeting of the
and that he
Socialists tomorrow
would convey to the Socialists a
impression of the council,
Vlea-slnand he said he thought he could
nt
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SNAPSHOT. TAKEN AT FT. METER. SHOWING GREAT CROWD OIT TO SEE FLIGHT.
PLANE OVER PARADE GROUNDS.
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pledge the council the support of the
- rsj-JJlocal Socialists. There was no applause.
At that stage of the meeting.
Auge recalled the fact that
y t
the city buggy, thei only vehicle In the
entire metropolis for the use of the
4
police department, was In n rather
sickly conditions. He said it needed
about half a dozen new tires, several
wheels, a few axles and other parts
of which he did not have a list and
ho diil not think It would pay to repair it. The matter was referred to
the police committee,1 with authority
n tUn
10 $see 11 11 iuuiu iitiur
uunsj
ill' uiu l.nnoil
THIS SNAPSHOT WAS TAKEN JUST BEFORE THE WRIXIHT'S ORDERED THEIR AEROPLWE BACK
lor a new one, or such other action
INTO THE SHOP.' AND SHOWS HOW THE UNITED STATES HKNATORS
as it saw fit.
AND THEIR
PRIR.NSDS HAD
CROWDED AROUND THE MACHINE SO SOLIDLY AS TO MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO MANEUVER IT.
The council then adjourned to meet
tomorrow night.
It was
After tlie council meeting
stated by the mayor, that legal action pany's lands and only requires de- tation generally suffered great Injury.
Since the water from the acequia, has FLAG PRESENTATION
would be taken at once In an attempt velopment.
In the committee'
to prevent further use of acequia waopinion, the been surreptitiously turned into the
ter in the malna. ' It is probable that dry weatUcr. vrevailiag- In the valley wells by the company Cn lust ThursPARK
an Injunction will be asked, against has had little or no effect on the un- day night, there hs been good prts-surderground flow. The Rio Grande has
the water company.
It was stated by an employe of the been running bank full all spring and
The company contends, first, that
Will
water company that no acequia water summer. There is no dlmunition as no shortage in supply exists; that its Organizations of the City
(Vrontony In lirgr
was being used by the company today, the committee is informed in the pumps are working, and have been
XuiiiImw.
that the wells of the company were flow of the wells of the American working to the full capacity, and that
supplying all of the water needed un- Lumber company and the railroad they are raising and pumping more
company,
The presentation ' of a flag by
and private wells on the ,water than ever before; and, second,
der the reduced consumption and that
a pressure of from 95 to 100 pounds same strata as some of the company's that there is a shortage occasioned Judge Ira A. Abbot to the city will
was maintained. This condition pre- wells show an undiminished supply. by drought and an unprecedented use be the occasion for a large assembly
vailed last night also and It is under- The season is not drier than many in and lavish waste of water. Mr. Gi- of the various organizations of the
stood that If the consumers are care- the past when there was no Inter- llenwater stated to the committee that city at Kobinson park tonight. Folful in the use of water, the supply ruption of the water supply.
the pumps were pumping to their full lowing is the program:
Music Medley of National .Airs,
As Is generally known, the popula- capacity and to the council on Frican be continued under full pressure
tion of Albuquerque has increased day night, that they were pumping by Duke City band.
from the company wells alone.
of Flag to city by
Presentation
Following Is the report submitted greatly during the past rive years and morfc than ever before. The falsity of
by the water committee this after- especially during the past two years. both these statements Is shown by Judge Ira A. Abbot.
Address of acceptance by It. W. D.
The consumption of water has In- the fact that since the aceijula water
noon:
creased at a much greater retio has been turned into the wells there Hi yaii.
Albuquerque, N. M July 4. 1909.
itaising of the flag with music by
than the population during that per- j has been a good pressure and a good
To the Mayor and Hoard of Alderthe bund, "The .star Spangled Ban- iod. Sewer connections have become supply, ii me pumps nan been pumpmen:
general: more new lawn have been ing well water
their full capacity tier.Address, "Young America,"
by
The water committee, which was planted than in any proportionate the additional to
acequia
water could
special
directed by the council at a
period of the city's history; several have had no effect on this pressure, Lawrence F. lee,
30,
to
investiM usic.
meeting held on June
miles of new streets have been conif pumping to their full cagate and report the cause of the pres-- t structed during tlie past year, requir- because,
Address, "Christian Patriotism, " hy
pacity
well
water,
on
they
could
have
furnt shortage in the water supply
ing much water in their construction pumped no more, either well water ltev. John A. Shaw.
nished by the Water Supply company and to preserve them from destruc- or acequia water, unless
Music "America,'
by
led
the
acequia watreports:
to Albuquerque, respectfully
bund.
city
is still growtion
rwards.
The
atti
er
easily
pumped
is
more
well
than
visited
July
1st
The committee on
I'omrade Edward Johnson, (". K.
ing rapidly, and will continue so to
If either of these statements Warren
the pumping plant. The pumps were do. Many iniks of new sewer will be water.
I'ost, (J. A. It., presiding.
true,
conclusively
it
follows
that
Gillenwater built in the near future.
Mr.
working strongly.
Committee will decorate the pjrk
(Is plant is inadequate to meet the
to
stated they were raising water
afternoon. At 7:30 organizations
this period, the company j company's obligation. If, pumping to this
their full capacity, but the commit- hasDuring
will assemble at the corner of Second
Inproducing
rapacity
its
nothing
to
done
more
and
full
meet
this
statetee had no means to verify the
Central and beaded by the Duku
creased and Increasing demand ex- ' water than ever before, it ran not "at and
ment.
City band will march to the park.
cept
'all
pripublic
to
for
times
furnish
sink
three
wells.
not
and
It
has
operaThere are thirteen wells in
is the order of processio.i
its pumping plant; it has vate use a good and sufficient supply Following
tion In addition to the open well in enlarged
O. K. Warren Post, tlrund Army of
. of
good
m
no
same
reprovision
be
as
made
water
iy
the
a
larger
for
flowing
which there may be others in
serve supply, and it has failed, even, I needed and demanded, at a miiiimum 4he Republc.
condition.
Woman's Belief Corps.
the present season, to clear of sand pressure of 60 pounds." It is inade- comMr. Gillenwater stated to the
John A. Logan Circle. Laides of the
present
Is
its
supply
off
If,
quale.
the
wells.
while
cut
'
mittee at that time and tlie commitG. A. It.
Its contract with the city and Its from the consumers almost entirely
tee haa proof deemed conclusive from
Sons of Veterans.
j for thre,. days, it can not by continual
provide:
other sources, and reports the fact franchise
Independent Order of Hed Men.
catch up with the demand.
to be. that only three wells have been j "The said company shall furnish at 'pumping
iJcgree of Pocahontas.
It
however,
Inadequate.
If
is
there
all
public
durfor
times
and private use in
sunk by the present management
Mineral Dodge, Knights of Pythias.
ing Its ownership of nearly five years, said city, a good and sufficient supply lis a shortage occasioned by drought
Sons of th American Revolution.
I It
true,
lie
as
claimed,
can
not
that
a
good
may
wster
the same
Mr.
notwithstanding
Gillenwater's .of
be
Daughters of the American Revostatement to the council on Friday needed and demanded for domestic the pumps are working to their full lution.
more
producing
water
capacity
and
purposes,
by
so
may
be drawn off
that it
night that seven had been sunk
Maxwell Keyes Cum p. United Spanwith than ever before, because there can ish War Veterans.
them. The sinking of these three through tlie pipes connecting
no
drougth
these
.be
conditions.
under
wells is the only enlargement of the the mains of said water works In all
Masonic Order.
pipes I This committee is of opinion, after
plant made by the company during parts of said city where sin-Adah Chapter, Order of the Kant-cmay
is
or
pressure
be. at a minimum
little
of investigation, that there
that period, so far as can be learned.
Star.
rcsev-voinone
r.
square
sixty
no
to
pounds
Inch, at
waste of wati and certainly
the
The committee visited the
Harmony Lodge No. 1 and Engood
condition, and all times, unless prevented through an above normal.
which is In
campment,
Independent
Order of
found 5 Vi feet of water therein. On accident to the reservoir. engines,
The enormously hii;li rates charged Odd Fellows.
June 28th. It stood at nine inches pipes or other appHrtus or machin- naturally tend to reduce the unnecesRebekah's organization.
ery of the said company; provided, sary use of water by private consumHy shutting off the city's suponly.
6 41,
No.
Albuquerque
Council
perply practically during the whole
that any surh accident shall be rem- ers to a minimum. In many cities of Knights of Columbus.
iod from Monday to Thursday, it had edied or repaired within a reasonable our size, water is furnished at a low
Iadit-of the Maccabees. Almo
on July 1st been raised to .I'i feet, time." The failure to provide an ade- I per annum rate, whether much or lit
Hive No. I
quate supply can not be deemed an tle Is used. This svsteni Induces
as stated.
Ancient Order of United Workmen.
The committee has information accident.
Woodmen of America.
waste, and there it Is often found
The City now rents 124 hydrants. necessary to restrict its use. In other
from reliable and competent sources
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engithat some of the larger well are so Under another provision of tlie con- cities, rates are so low that often neers.
constructed hn to admit large quan- tract, i' is entitled, for hydrant rental more water than necessary is used,
Order of Railway Trainmen.
tities of sand: that four ears ago paid at this time, to 2s.000.000 gal- j But here in Albuquerque, w here evFraternal Brotherhood
500 feet of sand were taken fr.on the lons per annum, or nearly two and a ery gallon is charged for at a high
Fraternal Union of Ameiica.
a
proportionate half million gallons per month, for ate. consumers are not and can not
700 foot we'l and
Degree of Honor.
C. Colombo Society.
amount from some of the others, and city purposes, in addition to all water .afford to be wastef'il. The company
that annually since that time up to necessary for file purposes.
Brotherhood of locomotive Firehaa failed to specify any instances .if
The company has failed in its con- .wastefulness by individuals, and the men.
the present year, these wells have
Hispano-America- n
tract obligations doling the week. committee has hea-- of none.
been cleared of sand and tht that
Alliance.
necessary t serine a full flow of Very little water was. or could be,
any event, the right to the use
In
usej on the streets, although badly , of water here is measured by the ItKM AUKAHI.K HILLING
water.
The company has not cleaned these needed for their preservation and to laniount the consumer deems neces-'sar- y
CONDI I'I'HK BY STATE.
insure tlie comfort of the people durJuly 6.
New
That they are
Although
wells this year
York.
is willing and
and
demands
and
is indicated by the sediment ing the high prevailing winds and able to pay for. anil not by what the duelling if nominally illegal in Gerdust storms. During that time, ex- I company deems necessary and says many, details of a most remarkable,
of sand ajid other substances deposited by the water drawn, from the cept for ah hour or two each day. ni j shall he used. Different standards as encounter. In which the preliminaries
mains during the past month and, al- water nas available for cookinc and to the proper amount or water need were arranged by the state, are given
lowed to stand for any length of time. sanitary .purposes, even on the first ed for irrigation are fined by different ' in a cable from Berlin, which states
The committee is further reliably floor of any dwelling and very little
Lieutenant Granier
shot and
an Inex- then snd none whatever on the tipper
Informed that practically
near
Zwitzers,
Lieutenant
(that
haustible supply exists on the com- - floors, and lawns, garden and vege
page four.)
(OuaUnaed
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ORV1U.E

TAX

AERO-

Chicago. July
5. Statistic
compiled by the Tribune regard- Ing Fourth of July casualties
throughout the country indicate
a much smaller Hint of fatalities
and injuries than for any preced- ing year. The dead are:
Ry fireworks and
result of

PLAN

GETS A UNANIMOUS

fires.
Hy
By
By
By

Senate Adopted Brown's

Pln

Jailed For Ignorance.

This Morning Without
a Dissenting

New York. July 9,

Isadore Salow.
age 18. has been sentenced to Jail .
until he can write an essay on why
the Fourth of July Is celebrated. IIo .
waa arrested for discharging a pistol
but could not tell the magistrate why
he celebrated. He said that Pittsburg
is the capital of the lilted . Ptatea, ,
Deadly Cannon Cracker.
,
;
Louisville, Ky., Juy S. The unenviable distinction of having made t&
most notable sacrifice by reason of...
Independence Day celebration
thi
year will probuhy fan o Louisville
4
Ihr .uglv the 1f
lnd
or Arthur Gcar.tibianV't-Arnrjne- r
president of the Provident Life
society. Langham never recovered from the effect of having hiav
right hand shattered by the explosion
of a cannon cracker late last night.
He was one of a party of fashion- able Louisville folks who were spending the week end at- the Seymour
home of John J. Peters. UnilomV
brother-in-laA
cannon cracker '
was thrown on the lawn but It failed
to explode, and Langhnm took It Irt
his hand and relighted It. Tn cracker burst In his grasp, tearing his han.i
fearfully.
He wsa operated ort at
once, but never regained conscious-

Vote.

.

Washington, July 6. Having refused to amend tha Brown resolution for a constitutional amendment
providing for an Income tax, the Hen-at- e
today adopted,the resolution unanimously, the vote being 77 to 0.
The Brow feso"'utlon Is recognized
as a part of the administration plan
to increase the revenues, of which
the corporation tax measure, passed
by the Senate last week, was another
part. The Brown resolution, it is believed, will have no troubc In conference so that the states will be called
upon soon to declare whether ,they
want a federal Income tax. Twelve
states can defeat the propohition.
It is believed that the Senate will
take a ltnal vote on the proposed tariff bill by the end of this week. Several schedules, notably tobacco, petroleum, sugar, print paper and wood
pulp will probably he opened for discussion again, and It is possible that
the corporation tux plan will again
receive the attention
of the senators. From the action of the Senate
In regard to the corporation and Income tax propositions, however, It is
regarded as probable that but little
time will be spent In going over schedules again and that the Senate' will
end its present labors by the end of
the week.

IHGHHI
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BOIl THE WATER

HcmIiIi of

....

ness.

Langhnm was an tinele of the Baroness von Sternburg. widow of th
former German ambassador.
Woke the Wrong One.
Emporia. Kan.. July 'C A wakened
early today by a cannon cracker
thrown against his door. J, I Bogirs.
a farmer, believing that burglars wer
attacking his house, shot through tha
door. Albert Oroh, a nine year old
Oroh had arranged lo awaken Boggs"

I

I lie

Cily

On Pre-

cautions Taken While Arequia
Is Running.
meeting of the board of health
at the office of Dr. Wroth
Saturday night and the following resolution adopted:
"Whereas, tlie Water Supply company has openly stated Its Intention
of using acequia water to add to a
derkienct supply, claiming that the"
same Is sufficiently pure for all purposes, and
"Whereas, the board of health declines to accept this statement as true
although it haa not yet had time to
examine such acequia water as to
purity:
"Therefore, be it resolved that all
water users be directed to boil all
water intended for drinking purposes
as well as for washing vegetables and
domestic use, until the board of
health Is able to obtain a competent
Hnalysis of the city water. Boiling for
ten minutes and cooling In a refrigerator will Insure safety. Water from
melted Ice. If not exposed is also
A
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;
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ADVISES THE BOARD

1

,

ath,-tit:efi-

son for an early celebration,

:

s

,

v
cannon. 3.
v
'
firearms, 1.
gunpowder, 3.
toy pistols, 2.
The list of Injured totals. 4H.
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Dress Caught f'lrr.
July
lighting
fireworks today. Nllle Sullivan, H
years old. set fire to her dress an 1
later died from the effects of th
burns she received,
;
St. Louis.

gul--

t

at

t1ilaa.

Chicago. July 6. Unprecedented
quiet reigned over the city today ami
the crusade for a "sane" celebration
seemed almost effectfve a the afternoon approached.
Instead of a continuous roar of exploding gunpowder
and a blare of horns and noise' producing instruments, tha silence of th
downtown districts was punctured
only by an occasional fire cracker,
the small boy was banished to vacant
lots where his fireworks could do little damage.

REFRESHING RAIN
WIDE

OVER
Precipitation

First

It

Night

AREA

Was

In Albuquerque Klncr
May.

m

st

The first rain of any consequence
Albuquerque since May !l started
at 10:30 last night and continued until thirteen hundredths of an Inch of
water fell, according to the measurements by Pitt Ross, local weather bureau man. The rain was general over
this
of the trritory and was
"As a board of health intrusted muchsection
heavier north. Only two inchts
with the proper superintending of the of rain has fallen
so far this vear.
city's health, we feel that the action
of the Water Supply company in util- MRS. X)l'IJ
MANY
izing the waters of the acequia is a
PRKSI-JNTTO ATT KNIATH
direct threat against
public
the
New York, July I. Many alterhealth, as the board is satisfied from ants in the court Boujae where M"..
the report of the sanitary inspector Kathenne CUmmous UouM was giv-- .
who huj today examined the course en a decree of eeparation from he.'
of the a.equia; and It Is likely to pro- husband
presents
have received
duce serious and expensive results by fr.ou Mrs. Gould. The elevator
sickness and death.
And we would tendant today received a gold mountrequest the city council to take alt ed, amber Cigar holder with the.
c
steps necessary to prevent the use of
riplion:
"Many
Mrs.
thank
fraol
acequia watr." '
,
Gould."
In

iiK

in-s-
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The Albuquerque Citizen CLIPPINGS:
JPUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
ay

From

ibe Citizen Publishing Company o! Albuquerque, New Mexico.

1.

1

EDITOR

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

1. 1,1

;

tales.

--

the required time t receive their
from Uncle Sam. The
later hut it has since devil-op- i
il that they had
hrui married
cats before. The Lake Arthur T:nn .

In Id

deeds

coupe-marrie-

HOT STl IE.
Mrs Gould announces that she w'il
now raise garden vegetables. Jinl.in';
bv the amount of a certain hot prod
uct she has already rai.sed. It mig it
strike the common guy that chili
would be the thing for her. Socorro

Chieftain.

Sl'IlMIM PTION RATES:
Year by Mall, In Advance
One Month by Mall
tin Month bv Carrier Wltliln 1tv Limits
tsn

ptmee

of Albuquerque,

PLENTY OF WATEK.
which hi ret
of thousands of
in the .southe'ii
valley has not
The reason H
that the diversion dam at Seldon ha"
turned a river of water in the
canals of the valley. Hefore
the building of the dam, all th:s
flood water flowed In the Rio Grand"
instead of In the canals. The farmer
all along the river have had u good
supply of water and no looses to ou."
knowledge have been reported
this
yiar. Lais t'ruces Citizen.

$5.00
The annual floods
V fore caused hundreds
60 dollars to the farmers
portion of the Mesilla
N. M., occurred this year.

Irri-Ratl-

The only Illustrated dally newnMN-- r In New Mexico and tlie best adver- tlidng incdlum of the southwot.
THE AIJlVQrKRQl K CITIZEX IS:
The reading lev" bl loan Inlly and Weekly 'ewpapcr of the Southwest
and the "square ileal."
Tlx- - advocate of Ilcpnblliaii principle
1

THE AIJU'QVF.KQt E CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie Flncwt EqulpiM-- Job Department In New Mexico.
Tlie I a test llcporU by Associated Ircj.s and Auxiliary
d

News Service.

OXF OHJFXTF.I).
The bond election held last Saturxews nnst."
WK get
day was carried in favor of the bonJ
by an almost unanimous vote, there
MEXICO"
STATEHOOD FOR NEW
being only one nay. There has been
T.e favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and a number of applications to buy toe
-- Arizona at separate state
in the Union. Republican National Platform.
bonds and it will not be long befo.-the confitruetion of a beautiful, comcommodious school building will
menced, much to the credit of ouv
progressive people and energetic trustees. St. John's Herald.

the

e

Room for Reform

The following comment on the court procedure In the state of Illinois
as viewed by the I'.oston Herald will likely be of much interest to members
f the bar as well as to the man In every walk of life, who has any dealings
"With the courts both high and low.
It is significant of the trend of thought
ad sentiment in regard to the court work and legal ethics all over the
United States.
The Herald says:
Mr. Henry T. Gilbert, of Chicago, In an address delivered before the
State Bar association last week, declared that in the ninety years since
'the establishment of that state practically nothing had been done for the improvement of the administration of Justice. Nothing had been done to
Justice to poor persons, to advance the Interests of litigants., to expedite
the transaction of business or to simplify methods of procedure. The sweep-tla- c
indictment of the bench and bar of Illinois was In no sense a demagogic
diatribe against the Judiciary, nor did it allege prejudice on the part of the
tench or subservience to the wealthy or powerful. Hsd It been characterized by such utterances It would not have deserved the careful attention
"which It received. Mr. Gilbert's complaint was against the system, rather
fhan against the men, and because of that fact it is receiving consideration
In Illinois and is deserving consideration throughout the Union.
It Is a fair question whether or not the administration of Justice by the
-coarti national, state or local, Is successful or satisfactory in measuring up
o tba American standard of the equality of all men. Mr. Gilbert declared
hat under the existing system the poor man Is denied Justice. He cited a
tramber of damage suits in which the claimant was unable to carry his rase
stages rerldered necessary by appeals of the' defendant
throng
eorpora11on fth technicalities, and other cases where, when the ciise was
won, the damages awarded to the plaintiff as Justly due by reason of
'the injuries suffered were largely consumed by lawyers' bills and other costs
Of litigation.
Mr. Gilbert Is not the sole discoverer of this ground of complaint. Practically every state in the Union recognizes the liability of employers, but there Is a well grounded agitation for the enactment of "compensation acts." by means of which specified damages may be collected by
injured employees without recourse to actions of tort in the courts. This
agitation is due largely to the growing dissatisfaction with court procedure.
The Chicago critic of the Judiciary complains that the delays to which
litigants are subjected in cases pending in the courts are unreasonable and
'sometimes ruinous. He declares that the appelate procedure is antiquated,
'complicated and productive of unnecessary expense, unnecessary delay and
unnecessary injustice. He challenges the system of pleading ns cumbersome
In Its required verbiage and as a bar to simplicity and availability of the
tourta of justice for the ordinary citizen. He believes that the right of trial
by Jury Is often abused and that many of the cases which are placed before
juries can be more expeditiously tried before judges and with a nearer approach to justice.
se-tu- re
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Do Jjcu Know Kim;
He did not have great success

In business but no one calls him a failHe was an honest man, he would never stoop to deceit, he would not
misrepresent or overstate a fact. he was generous, believed in nu n and was
rentle in his treatment of womn and children.
He earned enough to buy a home and send his children through school.
Now he has retired from business because of HI health. He has the
happiest smile and a cheery word for his neighbors and friends. He holds
io dark thought against any man even those who imposed upon his fine
nature. He is a happy man. His name will not be chiseled into the walls
f the Hall of Fame, but such a man has not lived In vain, for there lias
"been real, sweet satisfaction in his living.
To know hini is to get a new
jrrip on faith to know about him Is satisfaction In Itself.
rt

ure.
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eOl&XnellUng upon a recent prescription Issued by the Department

of
Is
worse than the disease and most sufferers from in scuitoes in this section will
Mosquitoes
iiiid (lies.
heartily endorse the Herald's views:
Toward these
two undesirable citizens in inseetdom scientific fingers of scorn are being
pointed strenuously and vociferous are the pleadings that humankind get rid
,
,L
ct them at any cost.
i
j i
4-A consummation most devoutly to be wished. Hut how? Aye. there's
.
Nothing that we know of cuite eiv-- i
Make
nets and scree-sh Yub.
We pay some tribute to
be mosquitoes and the flics keep their distance.
comfort when we use screes and nets, of course. Hut we reduce that to a
"minimum the w hile we exact a maximum eif g od from the bettered cond!

Agriculture,

the Washington Herald expresses the opinion that the cure

t

.

iri

reservoir is still running over an
the gigantic reservoir Is brim full
of the water derived from the meir-in- g
snows at an elevation of 12,000
on the Lake peaks, absolutely
Albuquerque Is suffering
from a water shortage. It is proposed
to run water from the acoquias out
of tho Rio Grande into the water supply system. A resolution of the ciiy
c uncll says that there Is a serious
water shortage and that irrigation
must be restricted to the hours between 6 and 8 p. m. Santa Fe New
uncon-taminate-

Mexican.
DKKAMIXG IiKi IHIKA.MS.
The Stanley Index has had anothT
spasm over the Rock Island officials
inspection of the line of the Xe v
Mexico Central. Stanley Is dreaming
all kinds of dreams, seeing the nrv
line of the Rock Island looming
across tha prairies Between
Stanky
and Tucumcari and making a secbt q
Chicago out of the burg on tho north.
Dream on, many a man has grown
rich building castles in the
Messenger.
HULL I1UTTFJ) HIM.
Robert Reagon, who lives one mile
west of town undertook to match .
fight with Mr. Hoover's Jersey bu'.l.

The bull hurled him into the air and
he lit on his forehead cutting and
bruising it badly, how bad we did n t
learn. However, we hope that nothing
serious will result from It.- The E.
tnncla Herald.
-

OVFUWORKFD SCHKMF.
This Is the fourth or fifth electhn
at which an attempt has been male
to take advantage of the drouth of
last season to influence the voters
of Colorado Springs. Because the voters listened once it
hoped the same
si heme may be carried on indefinitely.
Fortunately, however, this water
shortage had not occurred for a number of years previously and is no,
likely to occure for a number of years
hereafter.
this
lint as a campaign
scheme has lost its usefulness, and
the attempt to resurrect It In order
to hide the gross and vicious use of
mone y In politics, will not he tolerof
Colorado
ated by the voters
Springs. Tim water question has set- lied Itself and only needs careful uip.'.
cftiHsefvitiVe management.
The real
question in this campaign is whether
or not a few dictators can name a
ticket and put It through by an un
use
Colorado
limited
of money.
Spring. Telegraph.
AX

Is-s-

il--

ition their use Insures.
Nets and screens are without the reach of some people, unfortunately.
And they hate mosquitoes no less than tho-- e none favorably situated In the
rsnatter of avoiding that quality of trouble physical contact with these paWhat shall tiny do?
Ae, there's tlie rub agai'i.
rticular Insects Imposes.
We admit we find scant comfort for them in scien"Same old rub, in fact.
It seems to be the consensus of opinion that next to keeptific suggestion.
ing the mosquitoes and the flies nut of the house entirely is giving them
Hence this tin t'rm the department of i.griciil
'aomethlng bad to smell.
ture: "To one ounce of oil of cedar add two ounce'" of ol or citronell.i and
siturat a rag with this upon retiring,
two ounces of spirits of camphor.
and lay it ac r ss the face. Also spiinkh a f. w drops around on the heels
We aie advised tti. t. thus safeguarded, no movquito or fly.
land pillows."
xio matter how abandon. l. will elate approach within twenty ! et of us. We
They
helweve it: and we do not blame the mosquitoes or the files, either!
"Would be foolish to venture within forty fe t of us thus perfumed; or even
"fifty.
--

?olonel Jim Ham Lewi, t imed in 'hb ago afol elsewhere because of
the lovely whiskers which adorn h.s face, has n turned from a world tour.
He says America ought to a t quickly to secure I'hina as an ally in
This will be
and war. He recs a m i.aoe to thi country m Japan
e
llobsoii. Put the lest of the
fine solace for Captain Richmond l'iai.-oa
lie
,ake t.iht woi r ing ulmut possible
of the land will probably not
com-"Tne-

n

rc

peo-3,)-

trouble with Japan.

There's a bandy man

Grovelard. VMorrir. 11. U told of n the P.lg
as follows:
K'id I'.vweii. justice of the peace
fjak. California. Knterpr
g: I dispensary wit'i the
pr
Jn Groveland. combines his
resi,. ,. ,,t ,,w r
iars in
aad also rurrles a largo stock Inof ti Jeweirv. His
AilaVd to
ahilitv tA pi. as.- 'm :!! lii.es
ahe town Inspires confidence
Jtiih other responsibilities Is that of rotary.
in
se

l

to'i-oii-

npo Wyoming beds
The goldf n dajs of stiamboating
nthus'.astic paleontologists
fossil remains of a tiny ani- on wt.;.r'i watrs 1" gan shortly bemal about the size of a fox terrlor. fore Fort
ntnn was reached. This
Its front f e t showed four distinct .Mississippi arid and ail its principal
Its
this
tois.
hind fiit three and
tributi ries, (specially the Ohio, the
pr vid to be the remote ancestor of Missouri nml the Illinois, swaimed
by
nn
Fragi
nt
the horse i t today.
rtlth Miumhonts. Retween 1850 and
fiagennnt. bone by bone, dust by
6 'J tnc p ipulat.ori of St. Iuiis more
(lust, these men of science worked than (louhleil. Jumping from 77,000
out the supposed shape, color and in the former jea.s to 16U.00O In the
ir.e of this tiny hoi so and w ere able iMitt:.
St l..otiis in those (lavs, with
to make a little plaster animal that steamboat communication extending
appearance
represt nted the possible
Ir 'in New Orb ans to St. Paul, and j
ol tin- pi otohippus. This model slands from Pittsburg to Fort Uerton. was
In tin New York museum of National the busiest Inland port in the world, I
history In the same ale ivn with a New York led w ith steamboat IonI'ercaeron draught horse and its en- - rnigc, nearly all of whicri, however
tire little txxly and tiny pointed ncan vas ,(.Pnn tonnage, which New Or
do not equal in bulk the hlg, benevol- - t.ung WBS second and St. Louis was
ent head of the I't rcheron. The lit third. Much of New Orlean's traf
tie horse of the F.ocene period mea- fic was by way of the Gulf of Mexic)
sured twelve Inches at the shoulder. and the ocean, but in aggregate of Its
Later it grew to fourteen Inches.
steamboat trade it was only slightly
ages passed and his de- In the lead of St. Louis. Everywhere,
perilod
scendants of the Miocene
on nearly all ble steamers of the Mis- stood eighteen Inch" s high and had .siaBippi watershed steamboats wire
three toes on each foot. Kons later almost always In sight. On the river
It grew taller still
its feet became traffic mans of those davs St. Louis"'
harder and on each were still three was the hub of a wheel with spokes
toes but it measured almost ten running in every direction. The Civ-- j i
hands at the withers and the head 11 war, which fur the time, shut off '
One the river traffic with New Orleans ,
and neck had grown long.
branch of the family ,at this time and most of the other towns south
the Hypohlppus. must have looked of the mouth of the Ohio, and which
greatly like a black tailed deer. made trade along trie Ohio some- Time swung on. Where the four- - times dangerous, hampered communi-,- 1
toed horse had found foliage of trees caton along the big stream anJ som
in et sy reach of its tiny heau and nau of Its lower tributaries; but that on'
spreading feet to lift it from the soft the upper Mississippi, the Missouri
soil of the tropical forest beds its and the Illinois Increased.
During)
children of the nxt two million years the ten years covering the Civil war.
had to txperience vast changes In era St. Louis inhabitants almost dou- tool:' physlclal makeup t keep pace bled reaching 319,000 In 1870.
with the changes of nature. Age by
years the growth in
In all
age the spongy, forest-se- t
lowlands Mississippithive
river traffic reflected the
were raised higher and higher above-th- expansion In the interests and activsea level and with greater alti- ities of the great valley. The steamtude, decrease of humidity and
boat was a large fector In the wincoolness, the rank over- - ning
the west. Then came the adhanging vegetation gave place to vent of
of the railroad and the decline
grasses. As the trees receded and and fall
of rteam navigation on the
the grass came, the descendant of the western streams, aside from those!
little protohlppus, too, changed. The connecting the great lakes. Chicago
f et hardened to suit tae firmer so'l
, ,tg fl . thriugh railway connec-?relonger and heels high-.tjo- n
the legs
witnrthe east In 1853. In 1854
cr, to allow It to sw ing over greater ,ne Miw,l8Srp, wa9 touched by the
a.... ...e c. B,ew
iM.iii..-ra way at Rock Island,
and In 1857
so as to reach the grasses at its feet. ' fVlo
.
e.
i.
while the teeth changed to suit the was not until the Eads bridge was
herbage. A wide feeding range was opened In 1874, however, that St.
before the ages of ice.. This hyp ohip- obtained direct communication
pus has left a trail from Kscholtz bay Louis
with the Atlantic seaboard. Railway
on the north
to Patagonia, on the blulding In Missouri began In 1851,
south. From the four-toe- d
little dog- and there was much rail traffic
like animal of the Kocene period to through the state during the war perthe horse, the ass, and the zebra, of iod, except as it was Interrupted by
today, the only animals that walk on rebel incursions.
It was not until
one toe, has been a long long way.
the railafter 1SS0. however,
Tribe by tribe they flourished and road became a seriousthat
of the
grew extinct as a class leaving pos- rivers. In 1869 the first rival
of the transterity to its own changes. Field and continental roads, the Union
and the
Farm.
Central Pacific, was completed, and
Villnrd's Northern Pacific was finV1TITUDK TOWARD UKATll.
ished in 1883. P.y the latte- - date,
The normal attitude of men toward through the paralleling of the rivers
by the railways, the latter began to i
ii ath seems to be one of Inattention
or evasion. Tin y do not trouble about gain their s:i m'.ancy in tho Mississi
it; they ,lo not want to troubl about ppi valley. As mtastiretl by the trafit. and t.n-Teiefit Its being called to fic at St. Louts, which was 416,000
lh( ir notice. On this point the late tons in 106; 364.00 In 1807 and 365,-00- 0
in 1908, the Tlver trade of a large
Frederick Myers used to tell a story
which I have always thought very il- pnrt of the big valley is gteadlly diluminating.
In
conversation
after minishing. A revival of river navidinner he was pressing on his host gation is c rtain to come in the near
tile unwelcome question, what
he future .'.s a necessity of Industry and
thought would happen after death. commerce in the west, but It will
Alter many evasions and much re- probably n vi r reach the proportions
calcitrancy the reluctant admissim which it had a third or half a cenwas extorted: "Of course. If you press tury ago. in the meantime who that
the great steamboating
me. I believe that we shall all enter remembers
ii:io eternal bliss; but I wish you days en the Mississippi, the Missouri
v. lubln't tu'k about such disagreeable
and the Illinois dreamed In those
ubj. cts." This, I believe, i. typical of timi-- that the big stream would ever
the normal mood of most men. Tin y shrink to its present little measure?
don't want to be worried; and thought St Louis
probably, if the question were pressed, they would object to the Idea
t
STKAD NEKS END OF WAR.
ixtinction. they can hardly be said io
In an article published Saturday,
c'n sire immortality.
Even at the point
t ili ath. it would seem, this attitude William T. Stead treats of the aeroplane in a way thoroughly characterIs often maintained.
Atlantic.
istic of his pic turesejue and vigorous
inte: llect.
I log's
.Monument.
"It simply means the end of war,"
Near the hospice of St. Bernard, sava
hi1
ir,i aa
anil nrmnmenfn
Switzerland, Is a monument to Harry,
guns will I
one of the nogs, which always Inter- armor went while
ests tourists. This animal died some be as obsolete as the bow and arrow.'
years ago. and a writer In the Wide The aeroplane is the next step. Like'
Lytton's potent compound of elec- World magazine tells his story:
dynamite.
by which a
"Iiuring the ten years he was at t triclty and (Ustre.y
could
an army by wav-- J
the hospice he saved the lives of 40 child
at the
persons who had lost their way in ing a wand, of destruction
tlie sneiw. On one occasion he found command of anybody who can raise'
r:d find half a dozen desper- -'
I,- - nt.
,.1.1
n fhi
In ttia $50,000
in
now under the Influence of the fatal , btT V.
V"( u'n&- "As ("apt. Tuloch says In a notable
slumber which precedes death. The
0
tfK Nineteenth Century,
dog warm..'..!
the child with iU.ar.VCk
of. ne.f ?"ntri!cd
breath, and then, roused It from sleep
scncV
empire in the Thames valley
y licking It.
This much accomplish the
be brought to ruin by a single
( d.
Harry, by lying dow n on its side, could
gave tin- child fen obvious Invitation airship planting a dozen incendiary
spots during a
to git upon its Dack and ride. Tho missiles in certain
high wind. Only a few minutes
child did so, and was thus carried
to the inonaslery.
Barry was killed would be ncscccnry to have the
with ships, wharves,
b
some unknown person, probably whole riverside-warehouses, and also the arsenal, In
!n
op the monument an uncoiuimrable blaze.
The
"The human rae e is absolutely unIs:
"Hairy, the heroic. Saved the protected
from above. What, then,
lives of 4 ij pers nh, and
m killed is demanded?
governments
The
ley the 4 1st."
should federate into one great world
tribunals
slate, with
International
I'.UIDi: PLAYS WITH IHII.I.S.
interpreting the laws and an interna- "I ion !
ink cute In my first lourf tlonal
p: rli.'iment
whose
without
Mrs. Wal-- n commavd 'i war could take' place on
sk.rtsv"
w hose
is only the earth,
'. r Mai..
n the- air, or on the sea."
IS y, ale
.I. as s.ie stood in the par-- r
York
to
New
London
l..r ..:' ;l,
home, 5717 popl-Pre ss.
l
::i a .lo!! tucked under each
am:.
Our went is ns near iMTfoctiein ns
t c
up my dolls." she
Missiblc.
No old, worn out, broken
I' d, " , n if I a in niarrieil."
machinery in one
ii or obsolete'
16
10! !'.
the sweitlnaris elou
new and lip to tin'
o il .1 in ( 'a Hide n.
re
Tlie gii plant. I i i lhing
lvtays better work and
minute.
:ne. but was
afraid to teli more
ni
prompt M'rvie'e. We defy coin-p- e
Ii. r ai c i.
as Mis H.minr objected
lltioii. A trial bundle will convince
Ic in r
v.i.irrying Malon y
1.H.I1'.! :
Hack ol
oi. Imperial Muiielrv
on :..-.youth.
i.l of h.
MM.
lied wa;- " he- - I san .mo .. il c uras-'last post ollicc. I'liolle
was
Saturi'.iy ; 1. .! m ' I !i r that
to Wa Iter. ' sa id yoiin
Mi.
irai l it
r.ct what yo n pay for adn rtis-nllt
Mal.c
that I could live
what
it s ng PAYs
.t t:i:.t my
could ing
at h.
(Ur
H' that makes i! va'niHb!--a i' h IVe
lit .1
not
.ni l
lowest
tr eoual service.
th- - b.
s, t up house keeping '.Ite.s ai
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From An Albiiquerqiiean Citizen.
Is yjur buck lame and painful?
Does It ache especially after exer-

tion?

there a soreness In the kidney region?
These symptoms Indicate weak kid1

neys;

There is dangur in delay.
Weak kalneys fast get weaker.
Give your trouble prompt attention.
Doan's Kidney pills act quickly.
They strengthen weak kidneys.
Read this Albuquerque testimony.
Mrs. I Fournelle, 403 S. llroadway,
Albuquerque, X. .ex.. say: "I have
recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills
to a great many of my friends and acquaintances who i ke myself appre
ciate them exceedingly. Two years
ago they cured me of pains In my
back, a trouble which I had had for
many years. I was also relieved of
rheumatism at the time and have
never been bothered since. There is no
question as to the virtue of Doan
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price r.O
Co.. Huffalo,
tents. Foster-MilburNew Tork sole agents for the United
States.
the name Doan's
Renn siber
51.
and take no other.
n

to
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Automobile:

Repairs

1

I

Albuquerque Foundry Machine Works
--

I

(

MONTEZUMA

CO.!

TRUST

ALBUQUCRQUC

NKW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

t

i

NTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

,

,:,.

Tio

I

.

Globe-Democr-

:

at

j

Wi'll-Kariie- d

DEPOSITS

!

THE

BYXK ok COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N- - M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAIi. S150.000
-

omckrs and DimmcTom

j

i

SAYINGS

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

e

w

1

I90.

AlbuquerqueFoundry&MachineWorKs

Steamboating

,

IF XOTHINti F.I,SF.
While the spillway at the Santa

HAS WATFK

HFLPFI

of

R,

ynr

fi w

::1the

few yiiira ago a lady and gortle
man both came to the Pecos vally
at about tlie same time and soon
eneh of them took up
quarter section of land w hich f.i- y

March 2n.
Territory of Xfw Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
Public notice Is hrrfby given that In compliance with Section 9 of
legisCouncil Substitute for House Hill No. 21S of the Thirty-eight- h
lative assembly, approved March IT, 1909, requiring the Secretary of
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of New Mexico, The
Albuquerque Citizen is hereby li s tgnated as such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Sigr.td.)
New Mexico.
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal.)

The Golden Days

Press

A

Tin: ornciAi. m.wspapeh.

Entered an second clnsn matter at the
vnder Act of Congress of March 3, 1879

1 .

MONDAY, JVIiV

The Fossil Horse
A

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

S. STRICKLER

X5hQ

CITIZEN.

'

W. S.

SOLOMON LUNA, President

STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashlei
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C Baldrldge,
U. E. Cromwell

William Mcintosh,
A. M. Blackwe L

Uncord

BW
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Wagon

The handiest of all vehicles. Comfortable and roomy. Just
right for one horse. Smart in style and easy to buy.
A vehicle that for
use has no equal.
We are
showing many new styks fresh from the factory.
Our harnes and horse goods department is another attraction from the standpoint of completeness.
Call any time; you will pay lef-- for goods here than
all-arou-

s

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
corner rirsr street and HjerasAve.
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12-in-
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First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Capita i ana

United States

Surplus

Depository

$250,000

rjsv wmk-iski-b-
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bu.-ba- nd
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Your Selection
OF

A

GOOD BANK

Is important
not oniy for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank his a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

.
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Philade Iplii.i

V, a

Yen k

World.

dis- -

Any part or a

1

of l'

first floor

es1

the Luna and Strlcklcr building Is
now ready for occupancy and will be
T, .Ii. the' popular solliJ leased to responsible
Tiy
parties.
II
o
I
l Oil) I'.
upholst. riiiK. alterations
i f.;.l f r
will be made
I.
a
$1.1
The
New wheat sold at Telle Maine. Kan.. .ster).iy l,.r
bu!o
I'll!
Accident will happen. but the and :r :s
lor him lhat all of suit tenants. Total floor space. 12 0n"
I., that
t)?i!y familiar "slogan" rot heard in the Kunsas wheat U It this ji-families keep Dr. the II be Meri ag of Lady Tosti's square feet. Pasement same dime n
lest regulated
e
"Hold you:- ule.it for better pries."
buttle crj
Thomas' Kcleetric Oil for wh emer- drawing- roon fin ri ture has been ulnns. Steam beat and all other modApply
ern Impr.iismenls.
gencies.
W. S
It subdues the pain and done by be r
i'l.biatcd husband.
I. sals the hurts.
The Circle.
Strlckler.
fionie people contract bud habit while others simply expand theni
l

I

ad.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

....

ALBUQUERQUE. NTW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

9200,000

i

ar

old-tim-

:

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen

MONDAY,

JUIA" 5,

ALBUQUERQUE CTTIZETf.

lOt.

TME TMENT

FAOfs

-- MBMTM

tttop

A MM MAIL

ifMm
LARGEST, GREATEST AND GRANDEST IN THE HISTORY OF THE ENTIRE SOUTHWEST
The management has arranged one of the most complete list of attractions ever offered, including exhibits of the Natural Resources of New Mexico, its vast Mineral, Agricultural and Horticultural Wealth,
which standing alone form a complete education and are worth journeying far to see.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM H. TAFT

the guest of the City of Albuquerque during the great exposition, and at which time the inventor of
one of the most successful airships ever constructed will make official tests around Albuquerque.
Will be

now being in the official
racing circuit, the visitors will witness
g
the best race horses in the country
for purses amounting to $6,500.
Albuquerque

con-testin-

will be offered for
amateur baseball, a series of games have
been arranged which will decide the

imusements Galore

$1,500 in prizes

championship

of

Marathon Races,

Ample Hotel and Restaurant Accom-

Fireworks and all kinds of amusements
both old and new will be provided for
entertaining and amusing the visitors.

the Great Southwest.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER

modations will be provided, and the secretary will gladly make reservations for
those who request him to do so.

i5 AND

, J 2, 13, 14,

16, J 909

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ENTRY BLANKS, ETC., ADDRESS THE SECRETARY

2

Kf.

. TK3MY,

Pres.

been established at the Seattle hotel,
corner of First avenue and James
street, and a Pythian Information,'
Bureau will be conducted from there.
Eminent members of the ordtr
from all parts of the United States
have signified their intention of being present at the Jubilee, and during the week the highest officers of
the Knights of Pythias organization
will deliver addreses on lodge matters.
As the fair progresses the grounds
continue to appear more beautiful,
their carpet of grass and their riot of
flowerg showing fairer as the pleasant weather heightens their color,
0
the average attendance is around
and Bijcoess seems to be written
in every feature of the big show on
the shores of the Pacific,

PYTHIAN WEEK
AT SEATTLE

Knights Were In Big Parade
Today and Will Do
btunts the Rest
of ihe Week.

ENGLAND'S NEW

GOLD

WOMAN

fVJcRff&NUS,

BS.

WOMAN OF WAR

1

x
A

J

1i

-

s.

TO PLANT

s
Forest Service Experiments
with Forage Plant
on Ranges In
the West,

STRIKE

IN SASKATCHEWAN
Seattle. .Toll? K Pvthian Tnhiloc
Alaskan-Pacific
at
exposlweek
the
tion opened today and will continue
until the 12th. Commencing on the II Is Reported That llie lHwmcry l
the Hes Since (lie Klondike.
4th. special excursion trains began
arriving from all parts of the United
States and Knights numbering
at i Tacoma, Wash., July 5. What may
least 30.000 are In attendance on the prove the most remarkable gold discovery since the Klondike finds, has
opening of the Jubilee.
been made at Laclaioime, 200
A special train of Pullmans
bear-in- s just
In the
the world-fame- d
Iola Knight Miles north of Prince Albert.
KunU Team, and Ohio delegation Kreat hinterland of the province of
reached Seattle yesterday and the Saskatchewan. H. C Hammelin an.l
part taken by this noted organization IJ. I demons, business men ofa
in the production of the great drama, Prince A'hcrt. having evidence of
"Damon and Pythias." will be the rich gold area in northern Saskatche
most vitally interesting play ever wan last year, outfitted three parties
staged in the Northwest. The organ- of prospectors. The finds were
but not sensational. This
ization Is comprised of 103 persons ycav
two more parties were gent out,
and carries its own orchestra, band
vein of
find of an eight-Inc- h
and all effects neectisary to a perfect and amilling
gold quartz has created
production of the play. The costumes fiee
a profound sensation.
alone huve a value of $30,000.
On June 21 demon's secretary left
monsa
Jubilee week opened with
for
the north with instructions to the
Pythias,
Knights
of
ter parade of all
woikmen
that were too important to
uniand the enormous gathering of
he given by a deputy.
accompanied
was
formed members
vein is deA specimen from the
by ten brass bard.
Every Knight clared
by Itowatt of the timber and
naflag,
and the
carried an American
mineral lands branch of Ottawa to be
tional cplors formed the great deco- the richest and b6t defined specimen
Fifty
rative feature of the event.
he has seen anil that a carload of
automobiles led the procession and iuch quartz is enough for any one
many new novel attractions were In- man.
troduced during the march.
Assays so far n.ade from former
It will be the greatest gathering of filets uie reported to have shown $3.-Knights of Pythias ever hed on the
ai.d $C,iS !o Hie ton. respectively
Pacific coast, and one of the days of but tu. lati t sairgle is declared to
the week will be declared a holiday carrj l:om 20.00o to JliO.OOO to the
In the city.
ton. The finds have been ma le withSpecial trains will bring visitors in fo u- miles cf laih other.
from Ohio, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Montana. British Columbia, and
Tortured On a Horse.
California. Tonight the Lola Knignt
"For ten years 1 couldn't ride a
Rank Team will confer the Rank of horae without being in torture from
Knight upon a large class of cand- piles." writes I.. S. Napier, of Rug-lesKy.. "when all doctors and othidate. The great meeting will be
held in the National Guard Armory, er remedies failed, Bu' kU n a Arnica
and addresses of welcome will be de- Salve cured me." Infallible for Pile,
livered by governor' of Washington, Fever-SoreEczema. Salt Rheum.
the Mayor of Seattle, the president of Corns, 23c. Guaranteed by all dealers.
o
the exposition and the Grand Chancellor of the Grand Domain of WashSee I. II. Cox. fclio plumber, for garington.
den Ikm.'. .. All grades and prices,
Special sessions of the Grand from t5 tu ft, t.urden Iiomo repair,
Lodge will be held In the Armory on lug. 700 Wet Central. 1'honi 1020.
the fifth, sixth, and seventh and the
STAG F. TO JKMEZ I.KAVF.S III
week will be entirely occupied by a
tontlnuous round of social and sight- - WBST COIJ KVfcUV MORNING AT
have 3 O CIXX'K.
Headquarters
arcing event.
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ered at the proper timo and undur
proper conditions. It will have a hlg!
germinating power. Samples of th
seed gathered by Mr. Sampson showed a germination of over ninoty-on- a
per cent which Is certainly
hlgU
enough to be satisfactory to any purchaser. Mr. Sampson has been abl'
to outline a method of gathering thla
eed by which one man can gather a
cry huge amount with very llttlu
trouble. Enough of the seed can bi
easily secured with a high germlna-tiv- e
power with which to make experimental plantings on several of
the national forests where this plant
would make an admirable addition ti
tho local forage supply. Alfilaria, under normal conditions, seems to bi
best In a soil composed mostly of decomposed granite, but it in believed it
will flourish in most light sandy
soils where there la sufficient moisture in the early spring to slurt th
growth.
Now that the forest service has
shown how to gather the seeds theiM
14 no doubt
but that the local seed
men will avail themselves of the experiment and that in future the grad.i
of seed sold by seed men will be ot
a much better germinatlve strength.

In connection with the bureau "f
plant industry of tho department of
agriculture, the forest service has
l.een carrying on a series of experiments relative to the reseedlng of
areas upon the national
ff'rtsts in the west.
Among
other important forage Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury.
plants selected
experimental
for
work Is the common alfilaria (Ero-diumercury
will surely destroy th
as
cicutarium) of the southwestof smell and completely deern diert country. This splendid for- sense
age plant grows all over the deserts range the whole system when enterof southern California, Arizona and ing It through the mucous surfaces.
New Mexico and furnishes one of Such article should never be used
the best plants for fattening livestock, except on prescriptions from reputphysicians, as tho damage they
especially sheep, known to the stock- able
will do is ten fold to the good you
men.
It grows In the early spring can
possibly derive from them. Hall's
when green feed U most desirable
manufactured by F.
and In a few weeks will cover the Catarrh &Cure,
contains ndesert with a rich green blanket un- mercury, Co., IsToledo, O.,
and
taken Internally, acttil it looks almost like an alfalfa
field. The plant generally reaches a ing directly upon the blood and
surfaces of the system. In buyingmaximum height of from eight to ten."
inches inside of six weeks and in s1x'"a118 Catarrh Cure be aure you .t
uie genuine, it is ukeii internally
weeks more has all died down and and
made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
blown away leaving the ground as .Cheney
& Co. Testimonials free.
as
a
floor.
bare
The seeds of this
Hold by druggists. Price, 73c per
plant have been carried from California, in the wool of migrating sheep, bottle.
Take Hall s Family Pills for
Into the adjoining .states, but while
it will grow at high altitude, It does
rot reach any great height above an'
A Nitfht Rider's Raid.
elevation of 3.000 feet.
The first obstacle tho government
The worst night riders are calomel,
experts ran against was the impos- croton oil or aloes pills. They raid
sibility of obtaining eed in the open your bed to rob you of rest. Not so
markets that would germinate, Tho with Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
seed commands a high price and '4 never distress or inconvenience, but
i aid to obtain
but of samples pur always cleanse the system, curing
i based from various Be"d
hi uses the colds, headache, constipation, malaria
germinating power was never higher 25c at all dealers.
than thirteen per cent and the avero
age of several samples was about g
per cent.
The Mia.url Soelely of New
In order to determinate, if pn.;ole,
Mexico meets the second Wed- where the fault lay. In the
neMlay of eacli month at Odd
power of the seeds purI'ellous' hall, 321 houtli Kevund
chased, the forest service Sent one of
Next meeting Weduetf
Hrl'eel.
Us plant experts, Artiiur W, Sampson,
July II.
ila.
Into the field In southern California
Headquarters at room i, liar- where alfilaria was known to lie
licit building. Kecond and Ceil- most abundant, with orders tj gather
I rut. plume I07l.
seed of this plant ami make a careful
All Mim"urUm are requested
study of the condition governing it3
t
call and reglKter.
growth.
O. J. KIlAEMKIt.
This has been done and it is very
(secretary.
evident that if th seed can bo gaii- over-graze-
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ENGLAND'S
London, July 5. In the regular
English army maneuvers this year,
women
fashionable.
well to do
women
will play a conspicuous part.
Not as casual visitors giving teas for
the officers, but as actual members of
the army, going through the hard
work and discipline of camp life.
"The First Aid Nursing Yeomanry
corps" is the name of the women's
organization.
Its members have taken medical and nursing training during the winter. The summer maneuvers will see them In the field.
A sham battle
Is on. A scout on
horseback dashes to the headquarters of the Nursing Yeomanry corps.
engagement
"Despcrata
over the
hill." he pants. "Our forces cut to

NURSING YEOMANRY CORPS IN THE FIELD.
pieces; need help at once."
the Inefficiency of the home guards
The colonel salutes and gives a called the territorial army showed
dozen iuick orders. The bugle rings :n side lights the unpreparedness of
out. Women in natty khaki skirts the medical and nursing corps.
scarpt
Shamed by the disclosures, patriand leggings and brilliant
blouses dash from the tents. Horses otic women all over England took
are f.ddled and mounted.
others up the work of recruiting a nursery
wagon and crops. Many prominent women sohitch up the
throw in lint bandages.
medicine ciety leaders, rich, leisure-lovin- g
cases.
enlisted.
"Forward!" and the women fightThe women will live In tents like the
ers dash away in a cloud of dus..
Being women,
rest of the army.
No part of the maneuvers will at- however, as well as soldiers,
they
as these have smuggled in some comfort.
tract as much attention
women of war.
There are carpets on the wooden
The corps was organized last win- floors, and eay chairs. Some of the
ter during
Invasion tents have cottage size pianos. The
the German
scare. A play, "An Englishman's mfj tent serves salads and pie, and
Home." which aroused the nation to ether dainties.
ho-jnt-

j

far succeed-- d In obtaining the
consent of the Wright brothers to
build an aeroplane for private use.
Roy Knabenshu'. the man of dirigAN AEROPLANE ible balloon
fame, .tas repeatedly tried
to obtain a Wright aeroplane, but
without success. He Is now in Washson of Fitrmer Secretary of War Cieti ington and is a daily visitor to the
grounds at Fort Mver. It Is not known
Machine From Wright- - and Will
Try living.
whether or not lie has as yet succeeded In obtaining the promise of
Washington. July 5. It is stated a machine from the Wrights.
In re today that Horace Alger, son of
Ruy our Black Cat stocking-- and
the late General R. A. Alger, secretary of war under President McKin-le- avoid the drudgery of darning. They
han purchased an aeroplane from wear longer, look nicer and fit betthe Wright brothers, and that It now ter than any other brand on the mar12
to
is being constructed at toe Dayton, ket.
Prices run from
50c. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
O.. shop.
Mr. Alger Is the only
al
whi Central avenue.
YOUNG

ALGER

WHAT IS

ha.s no

BUYS

A

1GRinvIK?

Spokane, Wash., July 5. The new
state law forbidding cigarette smoking was Jolted hard when Police
Judge Mann dismissed two prisoners,
holding that the statute
does not
state what a cigarette Is.
"In my belief." stated the court,
"a cigarette is a small cigar: but as
for calling some tobacco rolled up
In paper a cigarette. I cannot see It
that way."

y,

idd-mju-

A healthy man Is a king in his own
right; an unhealthy man Is an unhapBurdock Blood Bitters
py slave.
builds up sound health keeps you
I

well.

-

-
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ternnon notified the mayor that It In
tended to usp this water to supply the MADRID DEFEATED
city.
w
The cnnititlon of the ditch, a dis01D TOWN STARS
closed hy the r port pnlillnhril In this
REPORT
ITS
SUBMITS
y
morning's paper, shows that the
took i prernutlnn whatever to
safeguard the public health bcf're tiarcla Now Want
Oaliie Willi
PmlllliTs ;ray hiiiI Thinks III
turiir.g In this water.
0,1 SUPPLY
The Morning Journal, the organ of
Tram C'nn Kent.
at- the company, has p' rslstently
t mpted to mislead lh' public with
the Old Albuquerque ,tars lost to
r ferencp to the water situation For Madrid Saturday
on
tho Madrid
t oiiiiniicd lYom i'aite One.)
four ynfrs the company nhsolntily grounds, but not without a valiant
No, it is not enough for Cedar Brook Whiskey.
ignored tho orders of the council to struggle. The score was 5 to 4. Mann
When the Government's little green stamp is
persons, aiul the company c; n net , m struct certain mains necessary for was on the mound for the
Town
placed over the cork of a bottle of whiskey there
tin tal that standard si loni; as t is public use and protection. Tho pres-- i ttam, and Milton pitched forold coal!
the
paiil lor the water us (1. It imi-- t furis one over the cork of every bottle of Cedar
nt council, in its effort to perform diggers.
game
The
was
fast
iosi! it ill' times a good ami sulnVPnt its dutv to the people and to for-- e throughout.
Brook it means that Uncle Sam's requirements as
population
The
entire
of,
jir,r the comiiany to comply with Its fran-rh:s- the coal camp turned out to see tho
supply of i;ooil water, as lh
to purity, as to being straight, 100 proof, full
may he needed and h munib d.
was greatly hampcrpd by tho sport. Thp Alhii'im rciue boys re
measure and at least the minimum age, have
of the turned home last night and will get
Thiic lux hi en i.o waste hy the continuous mlsrc pn
been met.
sucof
the
In
It
spitp
assertions
of
which
iaspite
Journal.
the
of
in condition to me t the Ppna Hlanca
rit,
In .the present emprgency team here July IS. E. M. Oarcla,
All this and more is guaranteed in the name
ioyipa: j. The tompany at no time cessful.
same manager of the Stars, says that he
piior to Friday night last intimated the Journal Is pursuing the
will receive
thp
gave
at
policy.
hut
it
that
matinee on Wednesday
shortage,
Tuesday
was
pp"pp has challenged the Itarelas Orays fori
in
a
that there
Wrru
McBrayer'i
a to urderstand that the water plant a $10 side bet, but his challenge has I
time, while strenuously mtiyn.K
I
AMAMK
brought
not
It
water
of not been accepted. He says he be
was
because
supplying
'was
shortage, stated that
souvenir, and every matinee a ticket will be
In thp sewer; on Thursday lieves the Stars have the best tetim.
about by drouth, and the unprvee, (
ill nt .(.!
ue and. w aste of water.- the reason for the shortage, amongst
special prize on Wednesday
given for
Through Its organ, the Morning Jour- others g'ven, was the use by the city
mil :i tfnv. the cite coiit.cil a"d the of sprinklers on the streets on Mofl- A DOUBLE Wi DOING
Bottled in Bond
,1.,. - .1 nrA.ln.,Di'
nn.1 '
. ,J 'H." l 'J .....I.,., .. ...I tt.nl llw.
......
II II U
I ...,!,.
W..MBHHII
rmi' f'i".
uiluon.iiiiu inn. , ... uKut rtff. 'n'.i. T.
of watr was Occasioned by the sewer the large amount used for street
Cedar
Brook
must
not only pass the test of Uncle Sam,
and no Intimation of the fail- - strurtion. As shown above, the city From the Mt. Vernon (Iowa) Hawk- but must pass the Cedar Brook test.
used during thnt period 7.000 gallons
urc of (supply wua rnaife until tft-eye.
It' a good thing to know about a whiskey as a starter
tin' xent r hud bt n rrpulred, nnd the for sprinkling the streets, althought
that It can come op to the Government's standard.
At
Martin tiome nn f?outh
Matinee Every Day
All Seats 10c
from Bny it was entitled to 240. 000 gallons and Third the
no kimvi li'dgi'
city lnul
Eut there are some other whiskies besides Cedar Brook
street on Wednesday evening,
source that th:re was any whnrtnge of used none whatever for street con June 30,
that can meet Uncle Sam's requirements,' while there is no
1909, occurred the marriage
it o"
On yesterday morning
water. Under Its contract with the struction.
"
Other whiskey equal to the Cedar Brook test.
May Martin, to Hiram
It.
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
0
sought to give the people the Impres- Henry and
company, the city is entitled to
Arthur I.. Martin to Miss
Uncle Sam requires that whiskey quality guprenle, smoothness,' flavor,
gallons per day, In addition to all sion that the presnt serious condi- Mary Hartzell.
be aged four years. Cedar Brook individuality unmatched.
the water necessary for Are purposes. tions have hern created hy a quarrel
Promptly at 8 o'clock Men.lels-jSohn- 's
'
must be at least six or eight years
Since 1847 Cedar Brook has meant
On Monday, Tui sday and WedneB- - between the company and the counwedding
march
by
was
begun
old before being put on the market.
the
and.,
grains
choicest
purest
the
day, the city used In Its street sprink-lir- s cil.
Mis Hazel Jones, pianlet, accompa-r.it- d
The name Cedar Brook guarantees,
spring water.
The company, on the othrr
altogether 7, 000 gallons as fhiran
by Miss Hidgway, and shortly
besides Uncle Sam's requirements,
no
Wherever good liquor larsold."
shortbeen
has
there
claims
p
that
During
riod
hy the records.
that
thereafter
the
party
bridal
descended
X
It was entitled to 240.000 gallons. No age, and that the shortage has been the staircase, led by Itev.
M.
Albert
The
JULIUS KESSLER A CO. Distillers
more water was used, not because of occasioned by drought, unprecedented Pillingsl. y, of the First Methodist
'
Lawrenceburf, Ky.;
u desire to conserve the vater. as It consumption, and waste of water.
Episcopal
church.
The
couples
two
The council Intends, If possible, to took pluces under an arch of gre-jhad no knowledge of any threatened
shortage, but because the water could compel the company to perform Its and white in the corner of the front
not be drawn from the hydrants of contract obligations to the people, as parlor. The ring ceremony wan used
n
the company. The fountains of the is its duty. Otherwise it has no quar-- and each couple was united In the
Corner Second and Silver; Opposite Postoffice
with the company nor any of its holy bonds of matrimory.
city were practically stopped durini;
who bring, tljls action on behalf of
;
the whole of that time, for the same rffi.-- rs.
Miss Martin was attirod In fin elab- MOTION PICIURt
themselves and all others similarly
si'vises
Journal
morning
the
This
At the end of the period
reiiuon.
orate gown of cream landsdown and
situated, Plaintiffs, vs. The AmeriMoving Pictures,
irunitioned, the Streets hod become al- that the council and the con iry get wore a cluster of pearls. Miss Hart-zell'- g
can
Mining and Smelttjhe
together,
that
and
intimates
fiURN
most impassable from dust and a
costume, was of white batiste,
ing Company,
Corporation, and
by
political
Songs
Is
shortage
occasioned
larger supply was used on Thursday
W. G. Franklin, Defendants.'
'trimmed
with cluny lace and embroidwill,
city
The
personal
reasons.
n Friday and Saturday, by reason and
ery. Kach of the grooms wore the
To the creditors, claimants, president,
Vaudeville
Crystal ;! a Consignment of the
"f the use of acequla water, unknown if possible, compel the companysuffl--to conventional black.
directors and other officers, and
good
a
and
i
people
to the city, there was a Rood supply furnish the
Immediately
Latest,
ceremony
after
agents of the above named defendthe
Invention from the Fast.
d
of the usual lent supply of good water; that Is Missea Lota Gardner and Nellie Curbut only about
ant company:
the only basis upon which the city rent began the Lohengrin march, ami
amount v..s used on the streets.
ADMISSION ONLY 10c
Notice is hereby given, that pursucompany can gi t together. the congratulations began.
The Crystal theatre yesterday re-- c
the
and
waste
specific
only
Instance of
The
ant to an order of the court duly
ived its first consignment of
of the council can
How
this
attitude
rooms
The
city's
were
of
elaborately and
the
lulled to the attention
films, and tne first one made und entered In the above enbe construed by any one to be politito see Chas.
tastily decorated with
was at the Public Library building, cal
and flow- to be used in Albuquerque
is not easily underpersonal
or
will oe titled cause on the 2nd day of July,
ers.
parlor
was
Mack in his up
The
city
caused
in put on tonight,
decorated
aril as soon as notified the
VaudeBogy A. D., 1909, appointing tne underwhen
stood.
"The
green,
white
and
i:i
the leakage there to be stopped which
' is shown.
signed Referee of said court to tak
ville Sketch consisting of Songs.
Woman
Mr. W. P. Pink and green, the sitting room
visited
comnvttec
The
was an exceedingly small amount.
and the li'orary and
The
Johnson, of the American Lumber hall in red and green.
film is made the proof of all claims against said
Tokes. Dancinp, etc.
j
At the time when the Journi.l. on Company, with a view to obtain waof mucilage, celluloid and nota- - defendant corporation, with authority
Only
relatives and m'ur friends out
Thursday morning, stated that the ter to meet the present emergency
toes, but it Is not good to eat. It lj't0 Bend for persons and papers and
were
present,
but many of these were
shortage was occasioned by the ex- from the plant of that company. It
Complete Change of Program
and well as non - in - to examine creditors and claimants
from long distance.
tho flammable. There
cessive use of Water by the city on was informed
that tho compnny greater distance were:Those from
other i;i - !and the president, directors and other
Today.
itr. and Mrs. gredients, also, but isthesome
the streets, there had been during would, and could, furnish
a large I'OittrtlelJ, of Albuquerque,
f fncers and agents of the said de- Inventor
;
N. M. not made
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday supply to the' c ity through its mains,
fendant corporation respecting its afpublic.
films,
them
The
Mr.
Mrs. Lee W. Henry, of O 'Neil
lourtien tanks altogether devoted to but that the water had not been suf- Neb.;andMrs.
are neit unlike the old ex- fairs and transactions, and its estate,
Songs by Mr Jennings, Tenor
Appleton. of Vinton; Mrs. however,
money and gooels, chattels,
that purpose, 7,000 gallons in all. The ficiently trsted to make It safe for Culver, of Albuquerque,
credits,
plosive ones.
N. M.; Mrs.
notes, bills and choses in action, real
Water Company had had the benefit domestic purposes. In case of fire,
new
The
film
is
a
comedy
with
Jones,
of Blackwell.
Okla.;
Glenn
of Its full pumping capacity for three however, the whole BUpply of
personal
and
every
kind,
effects of
large laugh. The real title is" Fun
the
full days, with practically no .water romnanv was uenerousiy piaceu in Martin, of Pierre, So. Dakota. Many - with a Manikan" and it should prove and also respecting Its debts.'- obligarelatives and friends from Lost Na- a strong drawing
..
tions,
druwn from its supply. The city had the service of the city
contracts
and liabilities und the
card. The picture
lilt? iii.iimn
been deprived of 270,000 gallons at i f die city are flue to Mr. Johnson, the tion, Cedar Uapids, Onslow, and Bald ''Ken's Baby" put on last night and claims against it, as .will more fylly
appear
lnspectlon"'ef
least, to which it was entitled at that American Lumber comiiany and Its win were also present.
by
an
said ordr
Many useful and valuable presents which will be shown tonight and to- em file In this case; I
time. Yet the company during the officers nr.d should be tendered
have set Monat were received.
night is one of the strongSpace will not permit morrow
day,
30th
day
A.
August,
the
remainder of the week only furnished once.
of
est pictures shown in the city.
A
t.n enumeration,
but th-consisted
a. m. eif said
about
of the norni.il decommittee is forced to the con- of sofa pillows, hand worked doilies, miner compels his wife to desert her D.. 1909, at 10 o'clock
The
mands of those three days, mean- clusion by all the facts before It thnt
BEST AJtERICAJf BLOCK
baby
they cannot take it out day as the time and my office in the
clocks, on thebecause
while using acequla water instiad of the failure of the Water company to linen, cut glass, silverware,
OOAXi
trail,
and the boys of the Capitol buildirig In the city ani
study lamp, etc.
rounty of Santa Fe and territory of
ALL LENGTHS CEDAR Ain
well "water.
camp
it
to Ben at a raffl.
award
a good and sufficient supply
furnish
A
dainty two course tnpper was
;
" PDilON WOOD.
New Mexico, as the place of the first
It is absolutely false that ni:y Tiro of good water to Albuquerque during
W. B. MOORE, Mgr.
are
There
sitamusing
situations
and
rved,' supplemented by frappe on
plug was used at any time during the the past w ek is paused by the inhealing before me as referee to inMUX AND FACTORY WOOD.
Ltoeoaed by the Motion Plc 4
strong
of
uations
human
interest.
later in the evening. More The cruel hearted father is hung. quire into and pass upon all claims
last week on any street for any pur- adequacy of Its plant and Its neglect the lawn
LUMP, $S.M.
Patents Co..
music was furnilshrel by Misses Hidgpose, although the contract of the
NTJT, M.M.
said defendant
corporation
provide in season for the Increased way, Gardner and Current, consisting The horse race is one of the most against
company requires It to furnish at all to
thrilling scenes ever produced on a must, by said order of the court, be
by
IOC
occasioned
Increasing
demand
and
sole)?,
violin
of
or
Wm'JlRleate
etc.
Butt
presented
undersigned
fire
purposes. The the grow th of the city and by no other
to the
times water for
Referee
I.
i
Mr. Henry is one of the most highly motion picture machine.
g
In writing and upon oath on or benew reel of pictures each
was used on Central avenue
respected
5 We wtU meet mny oompetitloB
citizens
of
O'Niel,
Nebras
week before last, at a time when the
DO NT FAIL TO SKI'. TIIK. FltKK fore the date of said first hearing, or
It recommends that an expert be ka. He was representative in the Ne-- I
nuu uu nonce or Knowledge mat employed immediately
IIltFAYOltkS
DISPKVY AT TltC be thereafter forever barred; and the
to
examine
ji'iiy
legislature
braska
for four years, TIOX PAIth TONIGHT.
EXCLUSIVE
creditors, claimants,, officers, directors
AZTEC FUEL CO.
mere was a snortage or water.
th- - plant, lis capacity, its water sup
representing
county In that bodyund agents of said 'defendant corporThe committee therefore fipds that ply, etc.. and if the conclusions of He was also Holt
MOVING PICTURES
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Rattan Rockers
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Special Train Parly Kcnils rail
Day Here ami Continue u.i
Trip Wert.

Goods

oC

Report of the Condition of

The Texas Hankers" association, 110
Fining, traveling on a palatial r.ain
that cost the ajoolation 125,0)0 Ir.r
a tli'-rweeks Journey, arrived in
at 2 o'clock 'his morning
Bin: lemalned until noon, when retted
by their sojourn they left .'r iho
V 0 MnU Canyon,
The 8f soda Jon Is on an excursion
r':
the Seattle Mir, a.il incident-alla voyage up to BritiM j olum'i a.
w ho visited Aluo.teriVie
TV'
this
.
neinirg represented
agregM-1-1 6,000.000
capital and Jepoita of
mi:iy time as much. T'wro wire 2j
wen. en In the party.
"V. Iloopes, vice president ,f
Au'lip National, who Is sejevtuy of
r
association, says thul tuj Journey
lai had been mad" wl'.ii hi. a
h t ii
He expressed hln.vif a
ig nelighted with Albuej ?..'...
evi? association Is the targ.-i- . Mine
a ,.;: atlon in the United stales" b
'Wo had over 1,00 fepit .eh'Ti-- j
register J at our con' viol I.V--t
i'sai.i
i
We are now taking at little,
'.nd e'.Jvjm? the "fruit of .1
year. Th I'rivaiiil tf
T v?;j
hanits of rt.s have vfwa n',.- i U
V.
many vcars, but :h-- .e l
r.: )ry in the ba.iks of ,i .ie Half l ow
t-
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used and abused with-

beicga holiday.!
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rtfouRcea

Loans and Discount
Hoods and Other Securities
Heal Estate
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due fwm other bunks

out fear, or judgment.

$i,m.i,mr8

For porch use, they arc real comfort and owing
to Its lightness the Rattan Rocker is a boon to

12,0tO.(X

5,550.00
607,172.98

every housewife. We have a large assortment
to select from, as low as $2.00 as hiAh as

t'--

'on ni
!bc Va..iii

1VE SKI.1,

all rockers without exception, are Rattan
Rockers. They can be ft

OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

UABIUTIK

hii., prt-s- '
,.n, couiJ not b

S

f

;:h

2 Rooms

furniture, Carpets and Draperies

the above named bank,
do solemnly twtar that the above statement it true to the best of my know1,

308-31-

W. Ceniral

0

ledge and belief.

W. S. STRICKLER,
Vice President nd" Cashier
fcubscribt d and fcworn to before me this 3rd dsy of July A. D. 1900

us on

K.

Correct Attest

-

M.MERRITT
Notary Public

SOLOMON' LUX
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. J. JOHNSON

'?

.:

f" $41.95

Gilbert, Fabei?

478,710.42

of New Mexico, County cf Bernalillo ss.
W. S. Strii'kler, vice president and cashier of

I

WE FURNISH

42.128.14
ftf.7,12.'1.00

$1,027,001.56
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nil ' t way f
th. cr'anta Fc unti' w . U I. s Anwluit
don't hi"
and theii
il.
y v 111 do with
us our puny
are well and happy."
colpplete
The truth of Mr. Hopes last stat?-men- t
was evident at the Alvarado
this .morning. The lobby was rilled
with an animated crowd of beautiful
lovestipate our oew easy paywomen and handsome men. Over l.
ment p'an. A Dollar or two a
000 post cards were purchased at the
week will do. Monthly if desired
Alvarado news stand and the stock
stamps of the hotel of-- (
of one-ce1iece D'Dner
was
flee
several times.
exhausted
set with every purSome of the' party took car rldi and
chase of $"0.00 or over.
others went out automobiling.
Tic
train left for the west on schedule
CROWN rWfNITURC Co
time.
114 West Gold
Tel. CO I
The party is composed of the following:
SS3 I UfM XI T13S a.v
Mrs. Kobnett and sons, Brown-wooL. L. Shield and wife, bock-har- t;
M. U. Stewart. Dalhart; Miss
Sowden, Duncan; C. E. Tips and wife,
ED.
Seguin; F. W. Vaughn. Houston; Carl
Widen, Austin; Sam Webb and wife.
Albany; C. B. Wood, Tyler; T. C.
Tantis and wife, son and daughter,
Brownwood;
Edgar Qohajan and
wife, Pallas and M. H. McBrlde,
Tyler; A. C. Abraham, Alvln; II. Y.
and party, Dallas; A. H. Bell
jobbing' Promptly Attended to Allen
and wife, Brownwood; George W.
Bancroft, Orange; A. J. Bancroft,
Phone
bbup lOtM. Kidenee Ml Orange; Miss Bourland, Tulia; I. !..
Brin, Terrell; ,Xed D. Brin, Terrell;
L.
C.
H. Brin and wife. Terrell;
Shop Corner Fonrtb St. ml Copper Ave.
Bradford and party, Bonham; Mif.s
ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.
Nettie Brown, Forth Worth; Miss
Burleson. Smlthville; S. R. Coggill
and wife. Brownwood; W. E. Cox,
Bartlett; B. W. Campbell, Ft. Worth;
W. B. Cross arid wife, Brownwood;
Dr. W. B. DeJernett,
Commerce;
Charles Downie, Sanderson; Mrs. A.
M. Evans. Dallas; Dock Edge, Tyler;
Miss Preble Drake, McC.ragor; C. H.
Ernest and party, Colorado; Miss
Fowler, Ft. Worth; Joe Faust, New
Braunfeln; J. W. Hoopes and wife,
Austin; Mi.s Hester, Lexington; S.
O. Hodges, Hockdale;
C. B. Jones
and party. Greenville; J. T. Jackson,
Commerce;
Joe Kerr, Sanderson;
Mrs. C. H. King, Lueders; Mrs. A. V.
Iane and party, Dallas; M. L. T.
Lester and party, Canyon City; J. C.
LaPrade and wife, Tulia; J. B.
and wife, Martindale; R. I
Morris, Chico; B. H. Martin. Ft.
Worth, H. T. Moore. Crockett; A. D.
McLaughlin and wife, Hamlin; J. I
McDowell arid wife. Big Springe; W
A. MeCord and family, Bastrop; S. D.
McClusky,
Davi, Oklahoma; O. '.
McClusky. Davis. Oklahoma; W. E.
Mayes, Crockett; Col. W. H. Rivers,
Elgin.

$27.50 each.

150,(XX).00

$

Territory

o-ntl-

1

$1,027,00166

Capital Paid Up
SurpJuiand Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Certificates of Depot-i- t
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Pure Ice Cream I
m

aat

44044

TRAVEL

Specialty of Luce Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
Family lYade Solicited.

..

TEXAS BANKERS

i

Liquor Company

Copper

CITIZEN.

S

3 Rooms

f' $61.15
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Carpenter

and Builder

.Mar-tinda- le

o

Denver
and

Return

n sale Jur- J. S aixl
Final limit July 30, ID 0 9
Through deeping- car from A-

lhnver.

Wm. BALFGUf?,

Today's game at Traction park, the
third of the series between the El
Paso Browns and Dan Padllla's Grays
ought to be a hummer. El Paso took
Saturday's game without any troubk-anBarelas won yesterday by a close
score after nineteen Innings. The deciding game today is doped to be
fast and furious.
Burelaa and El Paso entertained
300 funs for three hours and forty
minutes yesterday in an endeavor to
flnieh a game that went nineteen innings. The score was 5 to 4 in favjr
ot the locals, and the game was won
after two men were out on a scrate.i
hit by Hidalgo, Judgement on balls by
Moises and a clean single over short
by Alarid, the midget shortstop.
The other runs came early in tne
game and vre made easy. Barelas
scored two runs in the second innlns
on an error and three hits, and another run in the third on a single bv
De Blasse and a triple by Salazar. El
Pu-stook two runs in the fourth O'l
an error, a base on balls and a
double by Burford. In the sixth inning the Pass city bunch took a
couple of more scons ou an error
and the home run drive of Godfrey.
Godfrey Is a lif
batter and
Padilla had Just finished motioning
Chavee closer up when there was a
real Fourth of July sound. The bull
took an angle of about 45 degrees for
a hundred yards, soared a moment in
altitudious environments and landed
with a splash in the frog pond ovr
hear the stables. It was retrieved,
but not until Godfrey had made n
tour of the sacks.
In the eighth I'cna took one in the
slats and Luna tied the score by
bringing him In with a triple. The
d

r

z

j
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'

AB. R. BH. PO. A. E.

Perea, lb
Salazar, 3b
Pena, c
Luna, cf
Chaxez, rf
Hildago, p
Gonzales, 2b
Alarid, ss
Do Blasse, If

... .

Totals
Clancy, ss
Edwards, c
Baxter, 3b
Godfrey, 2b
Lockett. cf
Burflcld, If
McDonald, lb
Ponds, rf
Robinson, p
Weeks, rf
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0

0
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7
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2
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3
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0
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4
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4
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0
0

1
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1

0 ' 8

1

1

1

5

1

1
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2
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9

1

1
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6

0

8

0

1

9
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2
1

1
4
1

18

1

1

4
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0
0

6
5
0
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0
J
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2
9
2
3
1

0
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0

0
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0

0

9
0
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0
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M Donald. lb
li'ilfrey, Jo
Locket, cf .
Burford, rf
Thomas. If
Weeks, p . .
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Ladies' Ready - to - Wear Garments

Pc

10 12 27

4.)
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n u, lb
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P ria.
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6

4

Hi

store in this city where yo can find as large
garments as- you can tind ut the
of ladles' ready-to-weNew York Cloak and Suit Co. Our prices are much lower than others
and we sell direct from our own factories to the wearer.".
You will find the difference In each garment at least oO per cent
in the cost. Those who are our patrons testify to these fat. ts. Come
in and examine our tock; then compare with others.

"MO TROUBLW TO SHOW GOODS"

i'.fij

.

The first semester of the University
of New Mexico begins Monday, August 23, and a circular of Information Just Issued tells of a number of
changes In faculty and departments.
With Dr. E. McQueen Gray, recent
ly elected president, at the head of
the institution,
the university has
prospects of a prosperous year ahead.
Dr. Gray is taking hold of things and
under his management the university
promises to assume and hold the po
sition In educational affairs Its founders planned.
Announcement Is made of the selection of William W. Baden as professor of Latin and Greek, and May
Ross as lnhtructor In oratory and elocution and assistant In English. O. R.
Roberts was recently selected as assistant professor of civil engineering.
The other Instructors are the sarnies last year.
The board this year eliminated the
ninth grade so that candidates for
entrance work should have finished
at least one year of High school work.
Each student will be required to deposit J 10 on catering, the deposit to
cover damage to University property.
New positions created and filled
for the year are the following: M. F.
Angel, deun of the college of science
and engineering; Dela J. Sisler, dean
of women; M. D. Richards, principal
of the preparatory department.
The dean of women will have supervision over the women students at
the University, advising them along
all lines; will act as matron of the women's dormitory and have supervision
over the dining hall.
The principal of the preparatory department will have direct supervision
over all preparatory students except
during hours of recitation with other
Instructors.

Work Perfectly, Freeze a Fine Grade of
Cream in from 3 to 5 minutes. Not an
experiment but a Reliable Freezer.
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Albuquerque's observance of the
Fourth of July will end with a grand
display of fireworks at Traction park
E. tonight, during which a band wl'l
0 play patriotic and popular airs.
The
0 celebration will begin about
8:30 nnd
l! no admission to the park , will bo
ij charged.
n
The display wan arranged by the
u 1 rni'tion company In conjunction with
0 Old Albuquerque
societies and this
o annual event promises to bring out a
o! good sized crowd. The supply of fireworks Is unusually large and includes
some brilliant plec.
IAOXT FAIL TO M.K TIIK I 'RLE
FIREWORKS DISPLAY AT TRACTION PARK TON Hi I IT.
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the un. r. and residents
of the Atrisco Land Giunt have been
h retofore annoyed by tre. passers upon tlo- name, now llii-- f.'r.-- , tlie board
ot directors of said corporation desire to warn all persons who have no
li gal right
upon s.ii.1 grant not i.i
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FREEZERS
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313 South Second Street

Institution IIckIiis Work August 23,
With ProsievtH for
Year.
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Hoi. ill.'.
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New York Cloak and Suit Co.

0

Peerless Ice Cream

THE UNIVERSITY
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TOMORROW
On Sunday, the 4tli of July at 2 p
m. the Mutual.Protertli.il L'lourer-- '
society of Par. 1. is on S..ur?- Sec.n t
street, will lay the corner stone of
tr.cir meeting hall u.th e:y
All kindred sorietie
in the city anil vicinity are
invited tr be .present on the o". ascni
and "unite w.'.h n a In th" 11 r itooiIit.

1
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ar
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SEVERAL CHANGES

co.vk)mt.
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4
4 14 53 33
To
Totals
Summary:
Home run, Godfrey.
Earned rhns El pa?o 1; Barelas 2.
Three-bas- e
hit, Luna. Two-bas- e
hits,
Salazar, Burford.
Bases on balls',
off Hidalgo 2; Off Robinson 4.
Struck out. by Hidalgo 15; by Robinson 14. Double plas, Robinson to FIREWORKS DISPIAY
Clancy to McDonald.
Ponds to
Clancy. Trible play. McDonald to
3:40,
Clancy.
Umpire,
Time
AT TRACTION PARK
Score by innings
0 0 0 0100
Albuquerque
1
0 0
j Time Will Also He u Hand Comvrt
Ei Pa.o . . .. n (i ii 2 02 0 0 0 0
Tonight and Kverytliliux is 1'ree,
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Uurcla.

There

2
0
0

65 5 14 57 24 9
Kl PASO.
AB. R. BH. PO. A. E.

Totals.

:

GAME.

Barelas..

Leav.--

Albuquerque July 4th. Inquiry
at tirket office for particulars

:

tio

5J6 West Central Avenue

Tic k. Is

4.

to

Bunch Took Sxiid of
from Kl IUmi anl Will
Flglit Hard Today.

E. MAHARAN

ALCOU.nT n k.

lbuquerque

BY GRAYS

Clancy,

$19. 7Sa.

:
:

GAME

We have decided to cut our prices on all ladie's and
gentlemen's
garments. We will sell you any
aiticle now in our stock as cheap as you can buy from any
other merchant in the city, even at their special sales, and
we will sell you on credit.
You pay only $i.oo per week.
Wa carry only ths best garments made. Call and inspect
our stock.
ready-to-we-

x

r

r

INNING

next ten inninge showed a succession of blanks for both teams, the
game taking on all appearances of c
pitchers' battle. Several times both
sides got men around to third and
once, a relayed single caught
at the plate by a nose, when
attempted to score from second. Tn-In the
crowd was very enthusiastic.
seventh inning after having pitched
himself out of a hole. Hidalgo was
coaxed into the grand
stand and
handed a hat full of rrtbney. Umpire
Coombs quickly brought him back io
the diamond, however, as such conduct is against the rules.
Saturday's game was witnessed by
a very small crowd and was a very
mediocre sample of ( the national
sport. Weeks was ori.'.thc tiring line
lor El Paso and had the locals absolutely at his mercy. Seven runs were
made in one inning." The El Paso
management finally called a halt n
the
for appearance sa.

M.

Supplie
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but the girl was too quick for him
and he took a tumble which made
him bad tempered."
Quaintance nodded his thanks f r
the Information and went back to his
table, where he found the waiter still
counting change. He sat down and
took counsel with himself concerning the past and the future. The
present as all to blank now to Interest him.
"That's the second chance I've
missed today." he muttered, regretfully, staring intentively nt the tablecloth. "I wish she had given m Just
half an inkling of her Ideas and I'd
have taken care of that end for her. By Lydia
E. Pinkham's
parel was distinctive, and. In con- I might have gathered as much, of
course,
too
but
I'm
dense.
It's
far
Vegetable
junction
Compound
daintily
with her most
moulded, shapely proportions, her evident that my wanderings haven't
Bardstown. Ky. " I Buffered from
sharpened m w its.
d
fair face crowned with a
nlenration and otherfprnaletroiiblesfor
mny
more
be
"The
third
time
hair,
resplendent
had
wealth of
;
- a kintr time. DocL.
r
won her the quitk attention of all lucky, but I'm afraid the prospeen
tors had failed to
a
of
altogether
are
third
too
time
part
In
the diners
of the room.
that
help me. Iydla K.
to hang any hopes on. I've
thin
I'i nk ham's VegetaThat she was ill nt ease and In thrown away
opportunity
twice
ble Compoundwas
unaccustomed surroundings was evi- and
I do to retrlvc It?
can
What
recommended, and
dent. But her set lips bespoke the I'm more alone In this mob
than I
I decided to try it.
resolve to endure, and she made no ever was in Africa. I don't suppose
It cured my trouble
demur when the man with her there's a soul in the city I know, and
and made me well
roughly bade their waiter fill her there certainly
single
a
soul
who
isn't
and strong, so that
glass, after she had declined wine. knows
me."
I can do all myown
She listened uncomplainingly to the
In such depressing reflections
Sunk
work." Mrs. Jos-F.low, grumbling monolog the other
puffing disconsolately at his
ITall, Hards-towkept up. Quaintance longed for thi and Inlooked up without curiosity
Kr.
tain test shadow of any pretext to take as an elderly-lookinInd
Another Woman Cured.
l.lm outside and break h's neck f ir
dividual, in strictly correct evening
Christiana, Tenn." I suffered from
r Im.
had been regarding him the worst form of female trouble so
Quaintance was no gaiui. advri'-ture- r dress, a who
good deal of Interest and un that at times I thought I could not
with
with women, but he was
by the strange Interest this remarked from a near table came for- lire, and my nerves were In a dreadful
condition. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeward and stopped beside him.
i ne had aroused
In him.
"H'lo! Quaintance." observed the table Compound cured me, and made
Sl e had not looked hi way again, stranger,
and the object of his at- me feel like a different woman. Lydia
)ie no
but he could wait. Sh'j
. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
tention could scarcely control th-r.ng,i.
start of surprise and dismay with worth Its weight in gold to suffering
His own meal at an end .e or- which he had thus heard again the women." Mrs. Mary Wood.R.F.D.S.
dered coffee. Half musing, he fixed his name he had Just discarded. But he
If you belong to that countless army
eyes upon her pretty fae anl was1 gazed with blank lack of understand- of women who suffer from some form
suddenly disconcerted when when she ing for a brief moment at his Inter- of female ills, don't hesitate to try
quietly raised her own eyes an! thus locutor, and. dropping his eyes again, Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs.
became aware of his Inexcusable shook his head In silent negation.
scrutiny.
He reddened and shifted
For thirty years this famous remedy
He had not the faintest Idea who
his glance to the furthest extremity the other might be, but grimly that has been the standard for all forms of
of the room. A moment later he his Incognito must be preserved at female ills, and has cured thousands of
glanced back, only to find her com- all c(t.s, was prepared to dispute his women who have been troubled with
such ailments as displacements, fibroid
panion upon the point of departure identity with any who might be
tumors, ulceration. Inflammation, Irwhile he had his check to settle and enough to question his claim to rash
the
regularities, backache, and nervous
his waiter was most annoyingly ab- name of Newman.
sent.
But the stranger was not to be put prostration.
If you want special advice write
They rose and turned from thetP off so easily.
t to Mrs. l'inklium.Lynn.MttHii.
table, which was at once taken. Their
Your name's not Qualntance. eh? fori
is free and always helpful.
waiter came running up with their he demanded briskly.
you It
"And
check, and with him the man, some don't happen to have a couple of pure
what flushed with wine, became In rose diamonds In one of your pockets,
volved In some petty dispute which do you?"
IKE IGQRROTES
shortly, however, assumed proporQuaintance, his chin thrust sudtions so serious that the manager denly forward, his eyes showing
danwas hurrldly sent for.
The girl and ger signals, stared flxldly in the face.
STILL ENJOY THE DOG
lie stood there waiting, while the
"No. sir: I don't." he answered.
other diners regarded them curiously.
The unknown was quite oblivious to
"Wait here for me,' he said to her that warning.
Itmiil In This Country Now at
suddenly In harsh French. "Don't
"The last time I met you. he re- TheKvalllc.
Like Ice Cream. Midare to move till I come back," and marked blandly.
your name WAS
ami Cuke, but "Oh Von
set off. rather unsteadily. In the wake Quaintance and you nm happen to
Canine."
of the waiter.
have a couple of pure rose diamonds
She stood where she was, desper- in one of your pockets."
ately embarrassed,
Seattle, July 5. "What do the
till Qualntance
Ho looked quickly round the room
Igorrotes do with the money they
sprang to his feet, and. turning to- and then sat down, deliberately
fac get,"
Is a common querry by visitors
ward her the empty chair at his ta- ing Quaintance.
of the Igorrote Village at the World's
ble and begged that she would avail
(To be Continued.)
Fair in Seattle. The answer is of Inherself of It. Without a word she
terest to many who have not yet vissat down, one shoulder toward him N U VIS MKIICHANT
as he reseated himself.
WON ANOTIIKK'S Wil l: ited the fair, as these little headHer perfect profile expressed no
Nara Visa. X. M.. July 5. After a hunting brown men of our comparaundue embarrassment.
Her sweet search of two months the Colorado of- - j tively recent possession have been
seen in many of the larger cities
lips were still set and steady, the ncers nave
located Mrs. .Mary Smajd-e- r.
long lashes shut In the trouble her
wife of a miner at Cokedalc, whD since they were brought over to this
eyes might otherwise have betrayed.
country a few years ago. After this
left her bush-Miand came to pre
A moment later the Frenchman, re- side over the home of Paul Toteoe. year they are all to be returned to
turned. "Come." he ordered abruptl- a merchant here. The two will be their native clime.
y, and she rose In strange obedience. prosecuted, as Smalder is
hitter The Igorrotes are among the less
against the d. spoiler of his home. Un-t- i civilized tribes from the Interior of
They buy cara-bIthe Colorado officers located Mrs the Island of Luzon. dogs,
razor back pigs,
beads, and
Smajder here. It was supposed that
sno was the Iawrul wife of Toche, by Chinese bar Iron for big "Feast Kettles." The Igorrote is not inclined
tho.se who knew thorn here.
nor does he indulge in strong drink
g
savages some
From those
CAN'T CATCH III TIWI.O.
Americans might take lesions In
Spokane. Wash.. July D. An at thrift. During the past winter the SO
tempt has been made by Canadian living In Seauie had to clothe their
officials in charge of the Pablo nakedness to some extent and this
buffalo herd at Ravelli, Montana, to depleted their bank accounts, but
l'.ad the animals f.jr shipment to the conservative estimate places the
Dominion, but after feveral weeks
Individual account at $700.
the men in charge have succeeded in This will be increased probably 1300
corraling only 1"0.
before the fair Is over.
This will
This Is half the number purchased come from the sale of spears, rings,
by the Canadian government last year and the like.
d
and represents
of the num-h- i
During the winter marly all of
r on the Pablo range. The buffalo them purchased a number of trunks
repeatedly broke through fences, fin and suit cases to carry some of their
ally escaping to the hills. The round American purchaser
hack to their
up has been abandoned. The remaincountry.
der of the heril will be given to the
The Ismrotes have acquired the
United States government by Canada. pie, cake, and lee cream habit, but
still they enjoy dog.
It frequently happens that a man
Kven a woman will sit up and tak'
doesn't appreciate Justice when lu
gets It.
notice when money talk..
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CHAPTER II.
Mmloiitoivilo Orate
Sensation at

Marlins.

'

close-prisone-

It was not quite 7 o'clock, but Marwas full, almost to overflowing.
A brisk attendant bustled up.
"I want a small round tabe for two
and no more, up against the wall.
And you'll see that no one takes the
second seat except by Invitation,"
said (juaintance.
Certain coins changed hands and
the required table was quickly found.
Quaintance escaped the tedium of
picking and choosing from the bill of
fare by the simple expedient of giving him carte blanche for the best
dinner Martin's could provide.
There were seated about him actors and artists, musicians and author, idlers and business men. representatives of the professions, fortunate race track followers; a mixed
and cosmopolitan gathering, all outwardly gay dogs and good fellows.
The womenfolk were almost without
exception young and good looking.
The hum of their cheerful Intercourse, punctuated by the popping of
corks, the clink of Ice. the subdued
clatter of crokery. the obligato of
knives and forks, filled every corner
of the cool rooms. The echoes of
men's mirth and women's light laughter blended.
Qualntance was well satisfied with
his surroundings.
He saw that he
had come out on the seashore of Upper Bohemia, that fashionable resort
where it is always sunshine and summer, where night is even as day. And
when soup was brought, he bethought
himself of his Burgundy. Two glas- aes were set. one by the empty chair,
and Into that at his elbow trickled a
ruby liquor, the very life blood of
grapes.
He lifted it meditatively.
"Your good
health,
N'ewman."
eaid he to himself, his face expresyou my
sionless.
to
"Here's luck
young friend. I hope you and I'll
jret on together and good-bold
Quaintance. You've done for yourYou always were a quixotic
self.
fool, and I've no more use for you.
I hope I'll never hear of you again."
Then he sat back with a care free,
whimsical smile, a new man virtue
of his
idly observant. In
vein for any adventure.
A table opposite was vacated and
a new couple came forward to occupy It. Qualntance was subconsciously awnre of some sensation In the atmosphere, and the spoon he was lifting to his lips stayed suspended In
mid-ai- r
while he also stared at the
two who were Just sitting down.
One of them was a man, but his
back was toward Qualntance, who,

tin's

y.
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That Load of Hay
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gray-haire-

A LMOST every day farmers are driving into
town vith big loads of clean, fresh hay right
from the farm.
They take this hay down to the market and some
one buys it who later sells it to you at a profit.
You can save this extra cost by having the farmer drive straight to your barn and put the hay in the
loft without delay.
Just insert a want ad in the paper and you will
get cleaner and finer hay than ever before.
The horses will appreciate it too. Try them once
and see the effect.

;

BIG LEAGUE
'.VII

TEAMS

HERE'S YOUR DPPORTUWITY

Kit K

THKV ARE I'LAYIXG
THIS AlTl'.ltXOON.

American Ijeague.
Detroit at St. Ixiuls.
Chicago at Cleveland.
Washington ut Uoston.
Philadelphia at New York.

The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.

National League.
Boston at Brooklyn.
New York at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
St. Louis at Chicago.

The Mysterious Key, by Louisa

o.

dog-eatin-

av-ia-

one-thir-

Why Overheat
Yourself?
Much of your summer

'TlUi

"tIER

1
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kjxkju WHKUK

SHK WAS, DESPERATELY
ft RASSKD
QUAINTANCE SPRANG TO HIS FEKT AND TURNED TOWARD
THE EMPTY CHAIR AT HIS TABLE.

MK

none the less, knew Instinctively that
be was not a likeable fellow. He
was short, thick-se- t,
close Dropped
fter the 1'iench fashion, well- - clothed, yet ill dressed;
from the f'ogged and fur lined coat
n
ha had : I aside to the stubby,
whi'e Angers so carefully poised
from th
!buw to show off far too
many ri!i;:.
The nivr, a girl was seated oppo:
nee and facing him from
site Qu
cross i' loom. Ht glance had met
;li for no more than the
his. al
merest
tlon of a single second, as
he had i.ik into her chair, and within that i"'initeimal space of time he
bad recognized her again. She had
flushed Khiinkingly as the long lashes hal dropped to curtain her dark
troubled eyes, the same sweet eyes
lie had lookd into on the steps of
the Night and Day bank. He wondered what such a girl as that could
tisve in common with such a man as
tie of tlie fur and frogs.
She was dressed in a suit so perfectly tailored that even a man could
tell It came from Paris. Her hat was
equally simple and costly. She had
divested herself of a gray squirrel
eoat, a pair of gray motor gauntlets.
The hands he had folded before her
upon the table were bare of rings.
The studied plainnesii of her ap-ple-fcla-

.

bent her head slightly to Qualntance,
and so departed In the wake of her
cavalier, who had been favoring him
with a furtive suspicious scowl.
Quaintaince hailed his waiter.
"Make out my check quick! Take
it out of this, and
bring me the
change. Yes, It's a hundred dollars.
Hump yourself, now, or you'll have
ni miss my train."
Quaintance was getting Into his
coat from without resounded the ltonk
of a motor horn, a hoarse cry as of
n
rage, and a
howl followed by a volley of curses In French.
In frantlchase to find out what had
happened he made for the Broadway
exit, sure that It had been tne fat
Frenchman's voice he had heard.
From its porch he caught sight of
that Individual, hatless, duststreaked,
striking foolish, hysterical attitudes
in the street, shaking his (1st fiercely
after a small motor car which was
progressing uptown at a pace well
within the speed limit and yet too
swift t be overtaken. The Frenchman snatched up his hat, scrambled
on board a passing street car.
"What happened? Did you notice?"
asked Qualntance of a bystander.
"Not much." returned the other.
"The girl who was with him got Into
the automobile as soon as he had It
canked up. He made a Jump for It,

pleas-o-
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America ii l.easue.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Detroit
Philadelphia
Poston
Cleveland
New York
Chicago
St. I.ouls
Washington

46

11

3

:!

38
34
31
27
25
21

29
31
33
315
4

1

4 3

.676

.oo

.5P7
.5J3
.4S1
.4.'9
.37:
.Wli

Won. Lost. Pet.
4."
18
.714

Pittsburg

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis

4D

36
35
2
2H

l'rookln

21
IS

24
23
30
33
37
41
4

1

.6

.810

37
35
31
31
31
31
24
22

City

Sioux

Denver
Topeka
Omaha

re

Des

Moines

Pueblo
Lincoln

Sl'MAY

23

2a
27
2S
30
31
S6
40

On Her

.5'!S

Braeme.
My

Won. Lost. Pet.

Wichita

Coralie, Charlotte

.4iiS
.413
.3 IS
.2 I'M

me.

Cook-Stov-

e

Wedding Morn,

Mother's Rival, Charlotte

The Mystery of Blrchall. Charlotte
Braeme.
Marlon Ardleigli's

canter draft lamp of
wninsuog power.
SuitabU fbr lit! "IJ.,11, . ainuiD 1IUUTI n.
from all objectionable feature- s- splendid Umilrl
not witk your dealer, writs our nearest Sfsocy. '

.

Penace,

Char-

.583
The Story of Two Pictures, Char.531
.525 lotte Braeme.
.508
.500 Tragedy of the Chain Pier. Charlotte
.40i Braeme,

OAMKS.

The Coquette's
Braeme.

Victim,

Charlotte

Charles

The Woman In Armor, by
Hartwell.

Mar?

The Great Hampton Bank Rob
by Mary R, H. Hatch.
Kitty Craig's Life In New York, by
Mary J. Holmes.
The Wooing of Leola. by Mrs. Alex.

bery,

Miller.

Passion, by Etta W. Pierce.
The Heir of Brandt, by Etta W.
Pierce.
A Mad

The Power of Paul
Adelaide Rowland.

Latrobe.

tf

The Crime and the Curse, by Mrs.
Southworth.
The Wife's Victory, by Mrs. South-wort-

h.

Tragedy of a Quiet Life." Mrs.
American league.
Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. SouthwortX
St. Louis. X; Detroit, 3.
Cleveland.!; Chicago, 0.
Pretty Polly Pemberton. Mrs. BurJohn Strong's Secret, by Mrs.
nett.
,
Southworth.
National Ijwmuc
SI. Louis. 3: Chicago. 2.
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. South-wortCora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
,
Cincinnati, 4; Pltteburg, 2.,
The Lawyer's Ward, by Mary Dai- The Bride of an Hour, by Mrs. Ana
Wet tern league.
Stephens.
3;
game).
1;
Lincoln,
Topeka,
(first
Mystery of Mordauat Mansion, by
Topeka, 9; Lincoln. 2; (second gamei.
The Love that Saved Him, by lra.
Mary Dallas.
Wichita, 3; Sioux City. 2.
Ann Stephens.
Denver, 7; Omaha. 4.
The Devil's Anvil, by Mary Dallas.
American Association.
Note Single copies tic eCa.
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry
Milwaukee, 4; Kansas City, 1.
postpaid. Any 12 books for It, preDanforth.
6.
Columbus,
11:
Toledo.
paidAny 25 books for II; the enIul8vi!le. 2: Indianapolis. 0.
The Corsair's Captives, by H,rry tire fifty boJlu for 15; terms are
Minneapolis, 9; St. Paul, 0.
cash with order. Send postal order
Danforth.
or check. Every volume complete.
Motlier Grow ouiig.
A Maiden All Forlorn.
by The Upon receiving books, if not as repto
overstate
would
the
be
"It
hard
resented, send them back and gel
Dutchess.
wonderful change in my mother since
your money. Place your orders al
A Little Irish Girl, by The Duchess. once.
she began to use Klectrlc Bitters,
Hunters of bargains, like ail
"writes Mrs. W. L, Uilpatrick of Dan-fortother hunters, must act quickly. This
70
she
Me. "Although past
Sweet Is True Love, by The Duch- advertisement will appear la more
seems really to be growing young ess.
than M0 paper.
again. She suffered untold misery
i.
"
from dyspepsia for 20 yearn. At last
she could neither cat, drink nor sleep.
Doc tors gave her up and all rem-es failed till Klectrlc Bitters work-er- i
such wonders for her health."
Ti"v invigorate all vital organs, cure
lr, r and kidney troubles. Induce sleep
im;art strength and appetite. Only
Mi - at all dealers.

-

d;

umpIf

Brae-

Loom,

h,

t

-

parlor,

Charlotte

Woven on Fate's
Garvice.

ft)

Q

J

e.

h.

Has a spacious top shelf for holding dishes and for keeping food
warm
after it is cooked. Also has drop shelves for holding
small utensils, and is fitted with racks for towels. No
othr tov approaches the "New Perfection" in conveoi- ence, comfort and simplicity.
Mai in thre
Cn b nd wn r without
'rCabinet
Top. A At your dealer's,
write our nearest

myd
ftm

Brae-m-

Braeme.

.57 lotte Braeme.

.3jj

Ducstsw

Otho the Arch, by Alexander llaThe Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane mas.
Austin.
The Corsican Brothers, by AlexanThe Twelve Great Diamonds,
by der Dumas.
Jane Austin.
by
Hinton Hall.
Ajrns
May
Fleming.
The Wreck of the Kraken. by Jane
Austin.
Child of the Wreck, by May Agnss
Fleming.
The Kidnapped Heiress, by EmerThe Rose of Ernsteln, by May Agson Bennett.
nes Fleming.
The Midnight Marriage, Emersm
Mystery of Blackwood Grange, oy
Bennett.
May Agnes Fleming.
Lady Gwendoline's Dream. CharSir Noel's Heir, by May Agnee
lotte Braeme.
Fleming.
Beauty's Marriage, Charlotte

.National

.jil.l'lljlWllJiiSIIIWIIMIIIIIMIl'jK

Wick Blue Flame Oil

s.

THKV STAN

Western

New Perfection

f

HOW

H'wlon

depends upon having; a cool
and comfortable kitchen. Why
not be prepared for hot days
before they come.
Ak your dealer to show the
New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e.
It's a
wonder.
Does the work of your big
range in every particular; but
has this great advantage over it,
that it never teats tne kitchen.
The CABINET TOP it
anttktr feature of the

long-draw-

Western League.
City at Wichita.
Topeka at Lincon.
Omaha at Denver.
Pueblo at Des Moines.
Sioux

A Little Rebel, by The

Al-co-

r

1

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

I

WRGH

I

COHY

o

la every
Hubbe Laundry Oo.

Oar work

to RIGHT

105-1- 07

READE ST.

HEW

YORK CITY

Ik

MONDAY,

JVLY 5,

10.

KEBUQUERQUE CITIZK9.

MAIJI HELP

A

rXMALJi HELP

JUSINESS

Clearing House for the People's Wants

HOUSES FOR RENT

mm

JIRECTORY

REALTY CO.
1888

ROOMS TO RENT

Class ifm d

CLERKS
ITKNOGRAPHXKJ
BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

'M

ds

BOUSES FOR SAI
RANCHES FOR

K

Published

Repairs-Bicycl- es

ron sale.

T. S. HOPPING
South Second St.
Indian Motor Cycle and Auto Tlr
Vulcanising.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent, Repair-ln- f
and Supplies of All Kinds.

$500.00

Six front lots on E.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
"
$1.000.00
A
house;
large lot. Keleher ave. Rare
chance to buy a good horns
cheap. Ea-terms.
$2.000 Three beautiful corner lot. 75x200 feet on W. Tile ras ave. This Is a snap.
$2300
aood hoiw.
two lots, stables,
on Soutk
Edith, close in. An exceptional
bargain.
J
$1300 Rooming
house on
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Knsy terms.
MANY OTHER
BARGAINS J
IN ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
J
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
RELEN at original plat prices. J
Call at our office for full par- - 2
2
tlculars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN Z
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. See
us before buying elsewhere. We
JJ
can pave you money.

itl

8A1 K

BUSINESS OPPOl;--

T

UNITIES
MONET TO LOAS

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CAKTAS6EJIS

Auto

y

GROCERIES

LOST AND FOUND

A

ncciMNi.

823 8onth Second Street.

8taple and Taney Oroeertea. All
Kinds of Imported
Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive OH. Phona 7(1.

WANTED-Posltlo- ns

WANTED

man who

Young

stands grnoral farming

Hnd

underIrriga-

PROFESSIONAL

tion would like to take charge of
ranch, large or small. Address
No. 20, Evening Citizen.
POSITION WANTED Hy a first
class stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations a
specialty. Thorough knowledge of
business methods, bookkeeping and insurance.
Best of
on applicareferences furnished
tion. Address R., care Citizen of-

REAL ESTATE

CARDS

PHYSICIANS
'
SOIAJMON

l. hurton,

m.

d.

Physician and Surgeon.

te

10 South Walter Street.
Residence
Phone 1030. Of flee
Harnett
Dulldtng. Phone 817.

fice.

A. O. SHOUTLE, M. D.

MALE HELP

I

tm

RENT.
$20 Three furnished rooms
and bath, modern, for light- housekeeping.
Very close in. f
Water paid.
2
$20 Four room modern fur- nlshed houee. Highlands, close J
in. Barn on premises.
Water
paid.
5 room
$2.V
modern house 2
Highlands. Newly reflnlshed.
$H.oo
house, near
shops on Pacific avenue.
flO.(M)
Comfortable,
new
2
house. No. Eighth st.
$8.00
tent house and
barn, corner Marble and 13th
street.
$12.00 Very close in mod- ern rooms for light housekeep- Ing on North Second street.
$18.00
house. West
Central Ave., near Castle Hun- Ing. Partly furnished.
, $20.00 iRoomlng hu.--e with 4
store room, close to shops.
2
4 room
$23.00
furnished
flat, with sleeping porch all J
modern, plenty shade, on North 4
Second st. Cool summer home.
$22.504 room modern brick 2
house. A est Marquette.
$2.50 per week, 2 room furnished for light housekeeping,
Went Copper, near Third street.
$65.00 Hotel
Henrietta,
is
brand new, never occupied, is
modern, 27 rooms, good location, a bargain.
$150.00
Hico hotel, 3 story
brick, N. First st. between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor store rooms. Upper floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

M. RYAN, TAILOR,
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
tOl South Second street.

RESTAURANTS

Hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 4.
SAN JOSK RESTACKAXT.
Telephone 884).
Rooms 8, 9, and 10, state National Open day
and night, 211 AVett Cen
Dank Block.
tral. In addition to our regular
meals
Wo serve short orders, noodles, chop
DENTISTS
suey in all styles and other mandarin
dishes. Give ua a trial.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.

f0;

uit

GOLD AVEVCE REALTY CO.
J. M. 8ollie and Edward LeBreton,
proprietors of the new real estate office at 117 West Oold avenue, arc pre
pared to serve the publlo along all
real estate lines. List your property
with ua.

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis

Take orders Tor the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making 1300 a month, so can
you.
Address National Art and
Crayon Co
't. 447, Chicago.
WANT Ma Fc, N. M.,ith, $70 expense
Put out mer
"'.ise Ranchos del
in Taos count
Mai
Vierlcan Home
Pr"hlcago, 111.
pUp 13.11 acres,
wAM but also contai.jnan or worn- an toal'reaK ot &ra and appoint'
,
canva-landswis sold water filters.
Exclu house here at d nlce. profit- ble "ng
Se"
for 130.!0rnt
neca
.'ca, Mo.
N. B. Laughll
WANTEijillen of ue representative. Ccr oUS(ior Ple llne- Large
.
consumpt.
itlon worth $2,500
yearly to i.. .',,ith business ac- '
hustler, Consoll-N- .
qualntance of
Y.,
dated Mfg. Co., Aochester
.WRITE and we will explain how we
pay any man $85 per month and
ail traveling expenses to take orExperience unders for portraits.
necessary. This offer made by the
greatest portrait house in the
world. Write now before It Is too
late. R. D. Martel, Dept. 220,
Chicago.
MEN

Reach the City Thru an Ad
Did you ever stop to consider how cheap but how
tive a little want ad is in reaching an entire city?

-

effec-

Figure out how much time and money would be required
to mail a letter to every one in the city. The postage alone
would be $20 for every thousand.
Think how impossible it would be for you to call on
each resident personally and talk with him every evening.

FEMALE HELP
WANTED At once, good, competent
house girl at .906 West Central Ave.
WANTED Lady to represent ui at
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free In to days,
Experience unnecessary;
reliable
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Ckicago.

Then consider that a want ad not only introduces you to
the supper table of every home in the city, but it does so for
only a few cents.

Can you think of a more effective or less expensive way
to talk with every one in your city rich and poor alike?
Then try an ad in the Citizen and see the result.

WANTED
WANTED Second hand clothing, etc
$01 South Second St. 'Phone 740.
WANTED Hy reliable party, driving
horse to ket , tor feed.
Address

r

i

j

jJ

Rare Opportunities

Dental Surgery.

I

bus!
Rooms 2 and 3, Burnett Building, WANTED Young, competent
ness men and women. This is tie
Over O'Rielley'a Drug Store.
demand on all hands. The Albu
ApiHiintmonU made by null),
querque Business college in the Li
ritone 774.
brary building qualifies you for any
place. Bookkeeping, stenography.
DRS. COPP AND PmTITT
lEngllHh and Spanish, banking ac
counting, civil service, etc. Day or
DENTISTS.
night. Phone 627.
Room 12.

J

SHOEMAKERS

X. T. Armljo Building.

P. MATTECCCI.

EDMUND G. ALGER, D. D. 8.

lint (Street.Roberts
a. in. to 12:30 p. m.
Sole agent for Famous
p.
to
5
1:30
m.
Johnson
Rand "Star'' Shoes; also
complete line of serviceable ehoes.
Appointments made by mail.
Kxpert repairing, all work guaran
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 458 teed.
Or (Ice hours,

10S North

ft

LAWYERS

N. YANNL

Boot and Shoe Maker, 115 S. Third St
Men's Shoes.
,.11.00
H Soles and Heel, nailed,.
Attorncy-at-IjiSoles
and Heels, sewed,.
H
,.!l.t0
Luriies' Shoes.
Heels,
Soles
Ofllco Vlrt National Dank RulUlliirf H
and
nailed., .. 7c
M Soles and Heels, sewed
$1.21
Albuquerque, New .Mexico.
Only the very beet rock-oa- k
sole
used
leather
and absolute satisfacE. V. lKlVSO.
guaranguaranteed.
tion
All work
teed. All work given prompt attenAtt)riii)-ul-Lation.

It.

W. D. BRYAN

21 B Witt Cola

w

c

A

mnum

2

Send for Our Select List of
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
whereby you can Insert dis- play ads in nil paper for
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH.
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
427 S. Main St.
12 Greary St
Los Angeles
San Francisco.

w

Oflii-roniHcll nlock
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MOOR

Sewing Machines

A. B. C.

OH AS. HEWITT,
JOSK V. FSIM.NDSA
WANTED To buy lar:e tract of
117 South Third St.
Give full
report,
timber.
cash'
Dealer In sewing machines end all
Atlomey at Ijiw.
price, location, shipping facilities.!
their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
also terms. 1. C. Cockey. 226 Kltt-redcreamery supplies.
Expert repairer
SALESMEN
FOR SALE
FOR REN1
(Llcenslado.)
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Will DO a General Practice in all or locks; keys made and fitted; bicy
cles, typewriters
60 VEAR8'
and aewlng ma
WANTED
regarding ; WANTED Salesman: Experienced in FOR SALE Fine Collie dog at 401 FOR RENT For Rent car da at The
iniormation
Courts.
EXPERIENCE
farm or business for sale; not parRoom 19, Armljo lllock, Albuquerque, chines repaired. Albuquerau. N. M.
any line to sell general trade in
Citizen office.
So. Seventh st.
ticular about location; wish to hear
New Mexico,
New Mexico.
An unexcelled epe- e
Family horse, harness tun kk.ni Four room rurnlaned
from c.wrer only, who will sell
clalty
proposition,
commissions FOR SALE
surry,
t to buyer; give price, descripcheap.
and
S.
Inquire
121
per
house,
$14
month, Southwest
with $31 woekly advance for ex- .MODKSTO C. ORTIZ.
ern Realty Co.. 201 E. Central.
tion, and state when possession can
Third.
penees. Tne continental Jewelry
AND CURE THE
LUNGS
be had. Address L, Darbyshire.
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
FOR
20x30 show tent, corded FUR RENT New tent,
SALE
furnished
Attoruey-ut-- I
Box 3010, Rochester, N. Y.
jS
seams, cheap. Address 216 South
nice level lots for tents. Address J
Tradi Marki 'I
WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
Broadway.
P., Citizen office.
h.
DlSIONS
w
(Llcenslado.)
experienced
oth(no attention to
AQEfaTS
Ao.
Covriokts
Rooms 3 and 5, Armljo Block, 304
ers) receiving less than two hun- - FOR SALE Large ice box, good as FOR RENT Large, cool,
a
dMerlDtloB bm
ktlrta
and
Anrnsstendlns
rooms,
airy
VV, Central
!
new.
our
vplnKm
Avenue,
Albuquerque,
growbuber
trae
Suitable
for
dulO'r
uref.ain
or
butcher
u
monthly,
dred
investigate,
salary
lurenilnn IV probnt.lf Tut"tnMa. Commiink.
suitable for light housekeeping;
WANTED Agents to sell our line of
eer. 323 So. Second st.
New Mexico.
E, x cannon, Wade Bldg.,
onIy.
nANUbUUK onruuu
ui.iiaiinetironnuaitiiiiiii.
rent reasonable. Inquire 624 West
cigars with a new ptitent cigar
Cleveland. Ohio.
FOR SALE: Modern
l.itoui taken thiMui.'h Munu A CoTrecslvl
house;
Central avenue.
lighter. Can also be carried as a
9pf rial noCiu, wll houtcharsa, laths
easy
reasonable.!
terms
price
and
on
John W. Wilson
John A. White
side line. Address Crown Cigar WANTED Best paying side line
Inquire 214 North Walter.
'
, WILSON Ai WIIITt:
the market. Good men make big
Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Rooms
THROAT aNntUHG TROUBLES.
money. Salesmen with establishBatl
FOR
SALE
mare
i
to
A huidtonOr lllntrml4 mil),
r
Gentle
ride
AGENTS make $$ dally selling our
of nr aeiflntlOc ..DrDi. lrrxt
ed territory write. Sample case 10
Teran. 3
Attiirneys and Couiim llors at Law
drive. 'Phone 1030. Dr. Burton
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY!
Tfr : f.yr notiius, L bolU bj all navadealm
National Clothes Drying Rack, relbs.
RENT Furnished Rooms for
Must give
P. FOR
references.
SALE
Douglas
160
ranch,
quired lu every home. Absolutely
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
Schmidt & Co.. 334 Dearborn St.,
Will do a general practice In
acres, three miles souht of city. In.
sew. Send $0 cents for sample and
BraiiGSi0aVis.nsr8t.Waabl3iiiuo.IJLU
Chicago, Til.
Ail Courts.
C.
quire
J.
Baldridge.
of
territory. Culver A Co., 171 Wash17
15,
10,
lllilg.,
Rooms
and
Cromwell
TYPEWRITERS
CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
ington street, Chicago.
.
Albiiquerque, N.
Mexico with staple line. High com- PERSOSAL
AGENTS I'ositie;y
$10 to
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter, Nj.
make
missions, with $100 monthly ad- -'
$20 daily selling the greatest phoo like new. Cheap. Matson's book
vance. Permanent position to the AUTHORS seeking a publisher should
IRA M. IMJND
to art specialty ever produced;
store.
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., De- :th
communicate
th
aomething new .aid unusual. L. K.
trolt, Mich.
r ox typewriter;
Publishing compar.y, 677 Tribune
very
.ltorney-u(-- l
JHl.
Nutter, Mgr.,
64 Carroll
Ave.,
latest visiole model No. 23, like reiihlon, I ml I'utenln, Copyrights,
building. Ntw York city.
WANTED An energetic,
Chicago. 111.
educated
new, cheap.
Millett Studio.
man to sell the New International
Gentleman Will Send It Confidentially, Free and Sealed.
AGENTS ATTENTION! Diozo CabiCuveatx, loiter l'iilent, Trade
Encyclopaedia
in New
Mexico;
nets guard the home from contagFOR
RENT
Typewriters,
klnd.s,
all
Us,
.Mm
Cluiiiis,
splendid
presopening;
age,
state
ion and disease. Require no attenAlbuquerque Typewriter Exchange. 1U I '. Kli eet N.
to fcvery Weak and Unable Man Who Writes for It.
. WanliingUin,
D. C.
ent employment and give refertion. Just hang th m up. that's all.
SALE
FOR
Profitable.
tstabllhd
ences.
Dodd,
Mead and Company,
I
Peopli- aro buying them
"Suffered
day
an
by the.
night
the
business. Owner must ljave city.
Shukcrt Building. Kansas City, M i.
TIIOS. K. D. MAIMUSON
merit of itching nil.-I have n my possession a prescrip
thousands. S nil nt once for sample
helped
Inquire Citizen office.
worn and nervous men ngni tn aat
no- until 1 used Io,,r! s Oiritrn.
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Dis- WANTED Salesman to carry
tion for nervous debility, lack of vig- own homes without any addluonst)
It
n'.
.tfKincy-ul-l4v- .
or, weakened manhood, falling memtributors. Rutte, Mont.
Souvenir Post Cards as side CAI'ITAL furnished for meritorious cured me permanently " Hon. Julio
help or
that 1 think evarj
isenterprises; stock and bond
R. Garrett. Mayor, i n ard, Ala.
ory and lame back, brought on by man whomedicine
Money making proposition.
line.
6
WANTED Agents" make
a .lay",
wishes to regain h's manli
sues
compansold
on
commission;
117
Office
Ave.
West
tiolil
xcesses,
of
our
Some
men
making
$200
seven fat silhrs; bis new illusunnatural drains or the tol- power and virility, qalckly
quisv
ies organized;
loat.s negotiated.
monthly. State references. Gartner
llt of youth, that has cured so manv ly. should have a copy. and
trated catalogue and samples free.
o. I kav
particulars,
Address
full
Mewith
&
Chicago.
Render,
Commercial Supply Co., Box 30tis,
determined to send a copy of ths
tropolitan Investment company, 131
INSURANCE
Dost n. Mast.
free of charge. In a plala.
SALESMAN
WANTED Exptlieno d
La Salle street. Chicago.
ordinary
sealed envelops, to
$2204 10
IwrtmHi-iu.-nambitious man capable
PROFIT
lling to
made in
I
U.
A. M.l.VM it
Hi IeLl
man who wi,l write me for it.
month by C. Nichols and Ins
bet trad. by Kansas City whole.
. Id IB WW
If I Fall t CURE aiy CAMCER or TDMOB
agents in Utah and 1 laii.i: write
sal,. hou.M
Applicant must sub- Hair Drehser ami Clilr'poll.-t- .
Thl. prescription
comes from
liiMiraiu c, IteJil IXaic, Notary
for proof. Want
m:t oiivini i' g proof of compet-opeiiin1 TREAT lErORI IT POS10NS
agent to
physician who has made a speclaJ
Tier
DUP SIAIOI
opMrs.
Bambini,
parlors
at
Public.
open branch offi. c in this state.
in y.
Permanent, posite the Alvara.lo and next
Fine
study of men. and I am convinced w
KNIFE or PAPW.
door to NO
position will pay right man liilt Sturges
No Pay
Exclusive territory, complete proCurtd.
Is the Kurtit-act;n- g
is prepared to give Vo X iuyuntil
combination fat
ItiMiniH 12 ami II, CroniHi'P Itlk.
O t II t r
oi
nag
tection, amazing profits; permanent
State experi. nee fully. thorough 'cafe,
the cure of deficient machood aat
scalp treatm-nt- ,
li An islniid
do hair
wind
"k'--- sl
'
Albuuertjiie
. Hi' s.
leii
I
vf
honorable busings. Parker Chemiplint
An; ,' C. J, care ti- - dressing, treat
tiidktM
tlMCuren.
e
r orris.
ver put together.
liunions and Absolute Outran
Itii:
n
cal Co.. Chicago.
massage Any iumnr. Lunin tee.r
lr.gio.vn nails.
fche gtvs
I taink 1 out it to my fellow m
I
A. K. WAI.KI It
$2.7o:i.7i first tin., months' pr-l- it
n WANTED
sales-maA capable novelty
Jn- or
B;-'-i-treatment and manicuring.
to
Mri .... .,." Ih' l'P
thm a copy In eonrldeoca. 41
j nir.riii.9
Dloo. made v '. A Nichuls. 3'ii
to sell new and winning adBambini's own preparation of com If! t'n'H
that any man. anywner
3J
who
he
fieer
insurance,
l
ire
Walker Bl.ig.. s..:t Lake city, and
vertising- novelty to
in
flexion cream builds up the skin and lin unti 'i l
weak anj (l:i
with rt peataS
Ki i reiarv Muliial liiiiiillng
bonk
H.
I
his uncnts.
l.t
u.'ed
W
xclusive
All .ase-.of deal rs Improves the complexion, and ' 'or hid, t.iiin..l.liiU
felliiies tioiy st.p
hlmssli
217 Wei-- l Central Atinuc
sale for DI''Zo ,u l"tih and Idaho
biiv. Profit of $7.r,i) and upwards to guaranteed not to be injurious.
She cd : l,iiiii,rirt rur. .1
with harmhl'ul paitnt medicines, se1
In A pill. lHi!t. He
us that' on.WRITE TO THEM.
also prepares hair tonic and our.salesmen on each order; exeepti
cure
what.
b.'lievr. Is '.tit Quickest
12H
of his subagt nts
in
OSTEOPATH
protlti.Ie opportunity for right arid prevents dandruff and hair fnll-!n- ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
a tii.K.
.itive. upt.uMdlns
,
'k.
on.
A I'eW d.M a' V states
VMini,
sue-- s
out. restores lif.; to dead hair, re- In
can also pUt e a
renie.v
rw dvvUeS
IM l it nl If ru a lei 'd It will
pen.
k
W: i:,. to.l..
lor full
ful nuelty
in otli.' moves molt---, warts and superfluous
and mi. en:.' himself a: homt quletli
Miiii il,.. t;a,nis in tne armpit atid kill
t . II. ( llWlllt, M. II l 1).
if you lo.yo i'.!My to
VUltkly
AiIUios
cil:. s. side In,,, i,. n inaS.rri $10 ,
air. For any blemish of the fa-'11,
k'.y.
and n
Jam drcp 11. c a line Ilia
a. t as a gem ial eg. r.t.
Ca:. y.m
day bem.cn trains. Oie fj!
DR. AND MRS. DR. CHAMIEY & CO.
a'l aod consult Mrs. Bambini.
thin: lir. . K. Robinson. 4T2 Lues
lo as well
Mr. Xichol " Why
0ltiuilh.
1.
Motl
fucunful
Caixir
N'ov.l'y
BIJg
!,
tirt tf.r.
iwnlmi Livifif
I.tr..:t. Muh ana I will sens
not? iiy
Write now t i l'aiker
7i1 South Main M. IMS A.VGf IJ.S. C'AL.
you a copy uf th.s spirucld receipt
The Progrcs.. Coinpaiiy
liitnifnt.
p
wurL
Our
th;Il
ry
In
K.
l'
in
jieciul
i
Iiin.a.-Chronic
Clieini. al Co., Chicago.
tifiicii
-- c
-- nveiopa.
Bldg., Cincago.
In a Ji.in. ordinarj
Kindly Sen4 to Soma One with Canctr
p.'irtiiieill.
liubl.h l.iiiindrj Co.
N. T. Arm, Jo indg.
free of charge

Si4L

di-r-

KILL the COUGH

I

Ikw

Dr. King's
New Discovery

j

Scientific JlmericatL

Furnished

for

Free Receipt for Weak Men

rhr,n.

Business Opportunities
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This summer's line h assuredly the best we have
ever shown. The unusual in the way ol style is as
significant as the air of quality that pervades the
line and you will find our prices the most reasonable
We shall be pleased to have your visit of inspection
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FOOTWEAR

EVERY

OCCASION

.
Now, during this hot spell, is the tine every child
quires a cool, comfortable low shoe. Our showing this season is made up of snappy lasts which fit well up around the
arch, and give plenty toe room for the growing little feet.
We show only the most desirable leathers, such as patents,
tans, vicis, calf and white canvas. They may be had in
either plain lace oxfords or ankle strap styles.
Try us for your next pair children's shoes. Our prices
are always the lowest.

re-

Crescent

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish-n- g
Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

Hardware
Co.,.

318 W.

Central Ave.

Phone

315

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work t

i

I

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
VHITE VAGONS

RE MO V XL SALE gfMeAnd
Dry Goods, Ladies Waists, Drees Goods, Underwear
io fact every article in the store will be marked down in plain figures.
112 N. 2od St.
'Cash buyers union.
Witt, Dolde.
ShoesT Underwear
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Owing to a very heavy stock of Summer
Clothing. Furnishing Goods and Shoes now
on hand we will start our
.

Green "Tag Sale

J

IS NOW ON
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We have marked down nearly everything in
the store in order to quickly reduce our summer lines and call your attention to our

df.lwf.d.
his complexion was
managed to ttter to

pale
Though
green, he
the
deck in the third day after having
port. There he met an exasperatlng-l- y
r.
Jovial and halthy looking

Should you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 36, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.

iot.
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ROX'T FAIL TO SF.E TIIK I'ltKE

fireworks display at
tio park tm.ht.

fellow-passenge-

"Glad to see you." exclaimed the

Try Qlorleta beer. ' rjione 482.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
Large, airy rooms, excellent menu,
healing
baths
at Faywood Hot
Springs.
Mrs, VV. D. Sterling left lust night
for u visit of some weeks in Denver.
eczema,
gall stones,
Diabetes,
jaundice and rheumatism
positively
cured at Fay wood Hot Springs.
Harry Kelly, of Gross, Kelly &
Co., who is In the city from Las
Vegas, Buys that it rained ut Lis
Vegas last evening.
.Shoe compuny
The .Simpler-Clar- k
U still disposing of its entire stock at
and below cost. Next to Postofflce.
Don't drink Impure water. Go to
the Bar of Commerce,, where you will
always find good pure cold beer on
draught.
Those wishing bargains In shoes
had better avail themselves of the opportunity at the cost sale now going
on at Simpler-Clar- k
Shoe company.
Next to Postofflce.
It. K. Wilson, Industrial agent for
the Santa Fe, arrived In the city last
night, accompanied by his wife anl
child. Mrs. Wilson and boy remain
in the city several weeks, visiting Mrs.
Stanley Kalis of South Walter street,
Mr. Wison's sister.
On account of having to boil your
water from now on we will sell coal
that used to sell for $7.50 for Ij.Zo.
Direct Line Coal yard. Phone 29.
A grand dance will be held tonight
under the management of the Mutual
Protection society In the society s
hall at Old Albuquerque. An admisladies
sion of 1 will be charged,
free. The dance begins early and the
public Is cordially Invited.
For sale cheap. High grade piano.
BOO
W. Haseldine avenue.
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latter to the man with the green face;
"how Is It that you haven't been on

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
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Grocery List:

you get In

PARAORAPUS

SHOES OUR SPECIALTY
CHILDREN'S

Tf
11

PERSONAL.
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CHILDREN'S
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Second Door North of P. O.

The Most Popular Priced Shoe Store
Si

Camping ?

8CIIT7TT OAVDT CO.

Children's Low Shces, black
or tan
$1.25 to $2 7$

if rf

Ynn r.oiNn

top.

Women's Low Shoes, patent
kid, vici kid, suede, calf or
$1 50 to $4.00
canvas

CfcD

.,5"

IT ISN'T ALL FOAM
a glass of our coda.
Just enough to give It a fizz and a
spsrkle. The rest la all good solid
for you. GoocJ goods well
soda.
packedls wha.t'- you want
Tou will find one glass enough to
But you'll not
quench any thirst.
is what you will get X
and
find one glass enough to satisfy your
$
1 from us. .
beverage. If you could drink as much X
.
a yju wanted to you would never 4

that

Men's Low Shoes, canvas kid,
calf, patent colt, black or
$i. 50 to $4.00
brown

X

:
ibhhm :

arf

illfl

LOW SHOES

mondav, jriA

CITIZEN.

i

Clothing Bargain?-

deck before this?"
"Well you see," replied the other,
"each time that I planned to get on
deck, something kept coming up, so I
had to postpone the trip."

because we have on hand an exceptior
fine line of HART SCHAFFNER & M4
and other reliable clothing for men and yi
men. Call and see us. It will pay you.

I t'SR WF.LL WATKK AT TIIIO
SODA FOUNTAIN FOK ALL DKINRS
AM) DISTILLFD WATKU FOIl ALL
PHKSCHIPTION

WOltK.
11.

o
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What Is a Havana Cigar?
Hie
What Is a Havana cigar?
London sessions jury on Wednesday
appear to have been of opinion that
a Cigar made in England of Havana
tobacco cannot rightly so be called.
Augustus Sala. who
And George
knew as much about smoking as
most people, and had studied Cuban
clgarmaking on the spot, once set
forth that three kinds of cigars came j
First, genuine
from Havana Itself.
Havana, made of tobacco grown,
cured and rolled in the Island of
Cuba; second, cigars composed in-- 1
side of United States or European to- - j
bacco Imported into Cuba, with an j
leaf;
outside wrapper of Havana
third, cigars brought ready made
from Europe, .mostly from Bremen
and
and Switzerland,
from Havana to Europe, where they
pay duty and are sold to the unwary
as "Havanas." London Chronicle.
(
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SIMON STERN

I

THE CENTRAL. AVENUE CLOTHIER

I USE WELL WATER AT THE
SOIY FOUNTAIN FOR. ALL DUIN KS
Cotton to Cane. AND DISTILMI) WATKK FOR ALL
"In some parts of my state," re- PRESCRIPTION WORK.
B. RUPPK.
marked Col. J. S. Aubrey, a wealthy
cotton grower, of Avoyelles parish.
movement
La., "there Is a strong
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
among the planters to make a
my
Heretofore in
change of crops
Suurgcs.
product has
locality the principal
M.
W.
W. Warner, Cerrillos;
C.
been cotton, but henceforth it will be Berger, Belen; P. E. Dorsey, AmariHa,
sugar cane. Year after year the Texas; S. W. Fitard, Madrid; Mrs. C.
cotfarmers have seen much of their pest
W.
E. Bearman, Cerrillos; Mrs. C.
ton destroyed by that villainous
L. .Woods,
Dr.
E.
Cerrillos;
Warner.
the boll weevil, and they cannot Mcintosh; M. P. Chavez, San Rafael;
afford to have such heavy losses con- L. Mazon. San Rafael; Jos. Brady and
tinue.
wife, Las Vegas; W. H. Bell. El Paso;
"It will be Inconvenient and ex- F. O. Mcrice, El Paso; H. W. McCarpensive to make the change, but In thy, Kansas City; K. T. Powers and
the end It will pay. Eventually we wife, Denver; L. E. Desque. Denver.
will alo put up local refineries, but
for the present all the cane will have
Alvarado.
to be shipped to outside mills. The
T. J. Shea, Jr.. New Orleans; J. VV.
coming
the
now
that
are
prospects
I will sell at auction Thursday,
Reagan. Tucson; E. S. Sparks. TucproducJuly 8th, at 2 o'clock p. m. at 607 Sfason will mark the biggest
W. A. McCord, Bastrop. Texas;
son;
of
history
sugar
the
in
of
tion
West Marquette avenue, the furA. D. Edge, Tyler. Texas; E. .Neet,
American.
Baltimore
Louisiana."
house, connishings of a
Denver, Colo.; E. E. Ellis, Los Ansisting of a larg and beautiful
geles; J. E. McMahon, Ias Vegas; J
bird's eye maple dresser, chiffonWescote. Cnicago; S. Sawyer and wife,
ier, commode, bed and chairs to
Nashville; H. W. Kelly. Las Vegae; N
match; a solid mahogany writing
H. Wilson and wife. Chicago; It. E.
desk with chair to match, besides
Wilson. Chicago; ieo. Sherrard, .Salt
AnSan
of
Reid
Joseph
M.
Mr.
many pieces splendidly upholsterLake; M. Romberg. Texas; " A. H.
'
Mr.
locate
to
M.,
N.
desires
tonio,
Moore,
ed with leather: Axmlnster and
Child,
El Paso; Barrington
New
in
lived
Conly,
who
Ham C.
other kinds of rugs, one of which
New York; N. A. Perry. Phoenix: L.
ago.
years
or
six
five
Mexico about
is mounted. Let no one miss this
L. Davisson. Oolden, Colo.; H. F. Fig-gefurIf anyone knows the whereabouts of
sale that likes
W. F. Dermont. Williams.
any
informagive
can
Mr. Conly or
niture.
and
whereabouts,
tion regarding his
, J,. M. SOLLIE,
Savoy.
will, notifv Mr. Reld.
It will be
Auctioneer.
ted. as Mr. Reid has
J. MacN'eill. St. Louis; Delia Jaine.
some valuable Information for him Fairland. Ok.; M. Ward. Alton, Ok.;
H. L. Johnson, Boston; B. Spers, Al- godones; L. Boucher. Grand Canyon;
F, F. Michael, Belen; C. E. Shores,
Belen; W. M. McKenley. Willard; J.
FOR
BUY
YOU
GLASS
ASK
CUT
HEN
W.' Rhodes. Vaughn;
Je Howell.
Vaughn F. Held. Wlngate.
I
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AUCTION

Scnbner's Dancing Academy
ELKS' BALL ROOM

BIG BLOW OUT PARTY
the next attraction
WATCH FOR IT

Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

ujuw wuoil

d cents rer uance

Strong Brothers

PHONE US ABOUT OUR
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B. L. WASHBUP.y

C. O. CU8HMAN, Sec. 4 Treas.

Pres.

n;

te

E. L. Washburn Company
(

ISCORPORATBU

Men's and Boys' Outfitters
Weather Indications

'WarmSummer clothing going down

Our Great
CPMT.ANNITAT

Clearance Sale j

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Our stock is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount ou these goods
to reduce stock.

PPDITT

The Leading
V L. IVl
Jeweler
SK2JOIX30K3O0O0OK)0O

is the Saving you make on clothing

Arc You Interested?

.VERY ARTICLE of Millinery In our
store has been marked down for our an
nual Midsummer Clearance Sale which is
now on. We are now offering High Grad Millinery of every discription at prices never before
heard of in Albuquerque.

it
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Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant
Everything that can be
had on the market will
be found in our store.

MINNEAPOLIS
Rooming House
Is Sooth Second St.. Corner iron.

All new Iron beds.
Roonu for
tousekeeplng.
Single room, fl.ZS
Craige.
A. Kabel. Encino; R. Houston, Ft. 9tr weak.' No Invalids received.
Worth; CI. B. Champion, Colorado
Springs; W. A. Gillette, Toulsa, Okla.;
B. S. Bosworth, Topeka; J. J.
ENGAGE
and wife,
Denver; W. C. Johnson
Virden, Colo.; D. H. Grant, Las
M. J. Hall, Wellington, Kan.; E.
Simon Oarcla's horses, rigs, saddles
P. J. Ryi'..
A. Stern. Santa Fe;
spring wagons for country trips.
La my; B. Montgomery, Helen; R. P.
Purrus. Belen; C. W. Barret. Trini- Call at my store. 1202 North Arno
dad; T. E. Hale, San Jose.
tree.

SKINNER'S!
20S South First Street

jm,

120 South

LUTZ'
Miss
4th
Str-e- V.,.

'

W. L. TRIMBLE

II'

Cynicus Oh. the girl will tell him.
You can truthfully say of onions
and mint drops that they are not to
e same breath.
be mentioned in

COAL COAL COAL

Ofrtce Chief Quartermaster. Denv.T.
Colo., Julv 5, 1909. Seated proposes
in triplicate will be received here and
at office of tne Quartermaster

Best Eg Coal, $4 per ton;
best Lump, $5.25. If not entirely
satisfactory, do not allow driver
pire:t
29.
to ynload. Phone
Line Coal Yard.

at each post below named, until 11a.
m.. August 5. 1909, for furrihinj
Corn. Oats. Bran. Hay and Straw
ng Hay, required during the (ileal y 'ar ending June 30, 1910. at Fovt
An--i
he. Fort Huachuea and Whipple
Bj ticks, Arizona; Fort Logan aad
t). ier. Colorado; Fort Bayard and
BAMBROOK BBOO.
Fo : Wlngate, New Mexico; and Fori
D' ilas and Fort Duchesne, Utali.t
111 Joha 9L
Ir rmation furnished upon applies-- t Phone 9C
Up to date turn-outBest driver
.1
here or at offices of respectie
VVFOFE, in the city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
p
quartermaster.
Jw
the picnic wagon.
' iicf:Q M.
.

CO.

I J VERY, SALR AND
TRANSFER STABLES.

Horses and Mules Bought
changed.
BEST

TCRN-OUT-

S

and

Ex- -

is the cm.

Second Street between Central and
Copper Ave

I

i

s.

fboae 832

X

fe-ga-

Highland Liver

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

-- J

1

Sale

Rflid-Summ- er

IS NOW ON

20 and 25 Per cent

1

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

JO

Hotel Craige
1184 West Silver Avenue.

j

Finest rooms, best location, 4
clean, cool, comfortable. Special T
summer rates, uome.

A. WOOD,
l! J.MMMH
I

PROP.

HMH

